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The Marangoni effect develops due to surface tension variations at the liquid/gas 
interface caused by temperature gradient in the liquid.  Spatially localized temperature 
rise reduces the localized surface tension, resulting in surface flows away from the heat 
source and subsurface flows in opposite direction.  This phenomenon shows potential in 
droplet/particle manipulation for microfluidic applications.  In this work, a series of 
experiments is performed to address several important questions to further evaluate the 
utility of this effect.  The questions address how to spatially localize suspension particles 
on blank substrates, sort floating particles according to size, and actuate millimeter-sized 
solid objects. 
Using a heater array suspended ≈500 µm above the liquid, Marangoni flows are 
shown to spatially localize sedimentations of microscale suspended particles.  The 
sedimentation patterns and accumulation levels depend on the temperature gradient at the 
liquid surface, number of active heaters and type of liquid used.  For example, a single 
active heater is used to generate a temperature elevation of 6.9°C at the surface of 
silicone oil DC-704, resulting in the localized sedimentation of suspended 25 μm pollen 
over a region of 2.9 mm2 beneath the active heater.       
Marangoni flows in evaporating liquid droplets can be utilized to sort cenospheres 
with sizes in a continuous spectrum from 5–200 µm.  By heating the droplets from below, 
xix 
 
larger spheres (100–200 µm) are deposited at the center and smaller spheres (<50 µm) at 
the droplet periphery.  The physical separation of large and small spheres is possible by 
using perforated metal plates.  Cenospheres ≈200 µm in diameter are subsequently 
modified by a focused ion beam to form hemispherical shells, and the fundamental wine 
glass mode resonance is investigated.   
Activating the suspended heater array in a certain configuration rotates a 
millimeter-scale rotary structure mounted on a hub and completely immersed in the liquid.  
With a maximum temperature gradient of 36.6 K/mm at the surface of a liquid with 
viscosity 5 cSt, the structure takes 28 s to make a 360° rotation.  The angular velocity of 
the structure depends on the temperature gradient and viscosity of the liquid.      
In summary, the experiments demonstrate the utility of micro-scale Marangoni 
flows in controlled manipulation and positioning of particles and millimeter-sized 








The term “Marangoni effect” generally refers to surface tension driven flow 
phenomena.  It is named after C. Marangoni who first made an observation and 
explanation on flows driven by surface tension gradient in 1865 [Mar65].  It was however 
first identified by physicist J. Thomson, who observed “tears of wine” in 1855 [Tho55].  
Marangoni’s work was later followed by the work of Henri Bénard, who observed regular 
hexagon-shaped convection flow patterns by heating a ≈1 mm deep liquid layer from 
below as shown by Figure 1.1 [Ben00].  This method of heating creates temperature 
fluctuations at the liquid surface; surface tension decreases at warmer regions, and 
increases at cooler regions.  Aluminum flakes were added to the liquid, and the image 
was taken under a long exposure time so it becomes evident that the liquid moves 
upwards in the center of the cell, spreads out and sinks at the edges of the cell.  The 
Bénard convection cell was originally thought to be caused by natural convection by 
Rayleigh [Ray16], but it was later confirmed by Block [Blo56] and Pearson [Pea58] that 
the flow pattern is a type of convection dominated by surface tension gradient.  Today 




Figure 1.1: (a) Isothermal heating of a liquid layer from below.  Warm, low density liquid 
rises and cools; higher density liquid sinks.  (b) Bénard convection cells at high 
magnification [Ben00].  The liquid moves upwards in the center of the cell, spreads out 
and sinks at the edges of the cell.  (c) Low magnification view of steady patterned 
convection [Ben00].   
 
Surface forces such as surface tension are well known to be dominant forces at 
small length scales.  The Marangoni effect is an example of a surface phenomenon.  At 
larger length scales, the Marangoni effect is negligible and masked by bulk phenomena 
such as buoyancy and other inertial forces.  Without using equations and dimensionless 
numbers of liquids, a simple explanation is often given by the scaling law in 
microfluidics [Bru08, Li08].  Based on this law, when all factors such as time, pressure, 
temperature, etc. are kept constant, reducing the size of the system, L, would decrease 
volume phenomena (such as gravity and inertia) much faster than surface phenomena 
(such as surface tension and viscosity).  This is because surface phenomena decrease with 
L 2, while volume phenomena decrease with L 3.  As the length scale L decreases, bulk 
phenomena diminish much more quickly than surface phenomena.  Therefore, surface 
tension forces become the dominant forces in the microscale domains.     
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The Marangoni effect is responsible for many everyday occurrences.  As such, the 
Marangoni effect has been studied extensively in recent times.  The familiar coffee-ring 
stains left behind when a droplet of coffee dries up, and the ring patterns left on a dried 
dish are both attributed to Marangoni effect [Dee97, Hu02].  The deposition of particles 
in a ring-like pattern during evaporation is influenced by Marangoni stresses [Bha09].  
The superspreading of SURFace ACTive AgeNTS (surfactants) is also due to the 
Marangoni effect [Nik02].  Marangoni effect also plays a critical role in several industrial 
processes such as thin film coating, the floating-zone process for crystal growth [Chu80, 
Li93] and separation processes such as distillation and absorption [Rup89].  Control of 
crystal growth process is achievable by careful regulation of convective heat and mass 
transfer, and a more comprehensive study of liquid flow phenomena is warranted.  Chun 
et al. first observed that Marangoni convection is present in a liquid of a floating zone at 
reduced gravity condition.  The resulting temperature oscillations lead to formations of 
striations in monocrystals [Chu79]; this was also confirmed by Eyer et al. [Eye85].  
Methods to suppress such oscillations by rotating the liquid flows had been proposed 
[Chu81].  “Marangoni drying”, a drying process based on Marangoni effect, produces dry, 
clean wafers free of contaminants, making these wafers desirable for the manufacture of 
integrated circuits [Lee90].  Schatz et al. provides a good review of the numerical 
analysis and experimental works of thermocapillary effect [Sch01].                   
Although surface tension gradient can be created by several methods such as 
chemical, electrical and thermal, the thermal method is considered the most versatile 
because no chemical treatment of the liquid surface is necessary [Far04].  The various 
forms of Marangoni effects include thermal Marangoni effect (temperature gradient 
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induced), solutal Marangoni effect (concentration gradient induced) and electric field 
induced Marangoni effect.  Section 1.1 explains thermal Marangoni effect (also known as 
thermocapillarity or Bénard-Marangoni effect), which is the emphasis of this work.  
Section 1.2 focuses the discussion on past applications of thermal Marangoni effect.  The 
Marangoni technique may potentially serve as a complementary technique to other fluidic 
manipulation methods, which are discussed in Section 1.3.  Finally, Section 1.4 presents 
the focus and structure of this work. 
     
1.1 Thermal Marangoni Effect 
Interfacial phenomena such as surface tension, σ, develop at the interface of two 
immiscible fluids, and play important roles in microfluidic systems.  A common example 
of such interface is that of liquid and gas; in this case, the liquid is considered to have a 
free top surface, a condition necessary for Marangoni convection to occur.  The 
Marangoni effect develops as a result of surface tension variations at the liquid/gas 
interface caused by temperature gradient in the liquid [Scr60].  When thermally induced, 
this phenomenon is also referred to as the thermocapillary effect.  Surface tension 
depends on temperature, and typically decreases linearly with increase in temperature for 
many liquids.  Instead of isothermally heating the liquid from below, heating can be 
provided by a suspended point heat source in close proximity to the liquid surface.  Local 
heating at the liquid surface by micrometer scale heat sources leads to spatially localized 
temperature increase, which in turn reduces the surface tension at the heated area.  A 
gradient of surface tension develops, and this results in thermocapillary shear stress at the 
interface which directs surface flow from a region of low surface tension (high 
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temperature) to that of high surface tension (low temperature).  To maintain fluid 
continuity, this interface flow is accompanied by subsurface flows of opposite direction 
in the bulk liquid.  Both the surface and subsurface flows constitute the Marangoni flow.  
This is schematically summarized in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: 2D schematic of Marangoni flow generated by a suspended point heat source.  
Localized heating results in a region of low surface tension below the heater (higher 
temperature), while a region of high surface tension develops at the lower temperature 
areas.          
 
The thermocapillary shear stress is directly proportional to the temperature 
gradient of the liquid surface, not the absolute temperature values.  If the length scale 
over which temperature variation occurs is small enough, a small change in temperature 
can potentially lead to a large temperature gradient and hence large thermocapillary stress.  
In general, the strength of the convective motion can also be determined by the 
Marangoni number.     
A stable Marangoni flow also develops inside an evaporating liquid droplet on a 
heated substrate [Mar89, Rui02, Gir06].  The higher the substrate temperature, the larger 
the surface tension gradient that is generated along the droplet surface and the more 
dominant the Marangoni flow becomes.  In the proximity of the pinned perimeter 
(contact line) of the droplet on the substrate is a region of low surface tension, while the 
apex, which is at a lower temperature, is a region of high surface tension.  The direction 
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of the shear stress and liquid flow are from a region of low surface tension to that of a 
high surface tension; therefore, the resultant surface tension gradient leads to a tangential 
flow upwards from the contact line toward the apex along the curvature of the droplet 
surface, as shown in Figure 1.3(a).  The recirculating flow in the droplet is in the opposite 
direction: downward in the center of the droplet, and radially outward beneath the surface.         
When a droplet evaporates on an unheated substrate, the droplet contact line 
experiences a higher evaporation rate compared with the rest of the droplet surface.  The 
induced Marangoni flow due to different evaporation rates at the surface is negligible in 
this case.  A radial flow predominantly transports the liquid from the center of the droplet 
to the edge to replenish the lost liquid (Figure 1.3(b)).   
 
 
Figure 1.3: (a) Liquid flow patterns in an evaporating droplet on a heated substrate.  A 
stable Marangoni flow forms in the droplet.  (b) Liquid flow patterns in an evaporating 
droplet on an unheated substrate.  Evaporation induced radial flow is dominant.   
 
1.2 Thermocapillary Convection and its Applications 
Many techniques are continuously developed and optimized to manipulate 
micrometer-sized particles, bubbles or droplets in microfluidic systems.  These 
techniques transport, rotate, merge, divide, mix or sort particles to realize the functions of 
the microfluidic systems such as DNA analysis and environmental monitoring.  The 
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study and application of thermocapillary effect have also been performed by several 
groups.  Marangoni force has been utilized for transporting nano-liter amounts of liquids 
over a large area  by activating the parallel thermal elements of a microfluidic device in a 
sequence, creating localized temperature rise and hence surface tension gradient that 
displaces the droplets [Far04].  This is shown by Figure 1.4(a).  The thermal lines are 
pulsed to create a huge temperature gradient and avoid overall increase in liquid 
temperature.  By integrating resistive elements in the substrate and patterning some parts 
of the substrate to be hydrophilic/hydrophobic, splitting and transporting of liquid drops 
can be achieved as shown by Figure 1.4(b) [Dar03a].  This work also involves the 
sequential operation of embedded resistive elements to transport the droplets.  The 
hydrophilic regions serve as virtual paths for the droplets to travel along.  The work is 
later extended to division of droplets from a reservoir onto a wettable strip [Dar10].  
Another work that utilizes patterned resistive elements on substrate to impose Marangoni 
stresses is the droplet displacement and switching in a bifurcating microfluidic channel 
[Sel10].  The microfluidic channel is placed above the resistors.  The left channel is 
designed such that it has a lower hydrodynamic resistance, and bubbles flow 
preferentially toward that channel as shown in Figure 1.4(c).  With actuation, the bubbles 
switch to flowing to the channel on the right.  Another example of thermocapillary 
actuation by activating thermal elements in a substrate is the actuation of a micromirror 
resting on a liquid drop [Dhu11].  Marangoni flows are created within the droplet by the 
microheaters in a silicon substrate, causing the droplet to deform because of non-uniform 
temperature distribution established within the droplet.  This causes the micromirror to 
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tilt.  The angle of tilt of the micromirror depends linearly on the applied voltage to the 
microheaters.   
 
 
Figure 1.4: (a) Transporting a droplet by activating the parallel thermal elements of a 
microfluidic device in a sequence [Far04].  (b) Sequential operation of embedded 
resistive elements and patterning of substrate with hydrophobic/hydrophilic regions to 
actuate droplets [Dar03a].  (c) Droplet displacement and switching in a bifurcating 
microfluidic channel [Sel10]. 
 
Marangoni convection may also be induced by laser radiation, and it was found 
that the surface tension driven flows are dependent on beam size, temperature increase in 
liquid, etc among several factors [Lon99].  The use of laser to create localized heating for 
the purpose of merging droplets or altering their paths in channels is shown by Baroud et 
al. [Bar07a, Bar07b].  In Figure 1.5(a), droplets from the lower channel can be 
temporarily held in place by a laser illumination (represented by the small white circle).  
The laser exerts a thermocapillary force on the liquid interface to prevent the droplet from 
moving forward.  When a droplet from the upper channel arrives, merging of the two 
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droplets takes place when the interface of the two droplets reaches the laser.  The laser 
can also serve as an optical valve as shown in Figure 1.5(b).  With the laser inactivated, 
drops split to form two equal parts at a bifurcation.  When the laser is applied at the right-
side channel, that path is blocked, and the entire droplet flows to the left side.  Figure 
1.5(c) shows sorting of silicone oil and glycerol droplets by using laser [Far06].  The 
laser power is adjusted to create temperature gradient sufficient to move silicone oil but 
not glycerol.  Therefore silicone oil droplets are displaced to a new location, while the 
glycerol droplets remain at the original location on the substrate. 
 
 
Figure 1.5: (a) Merging of droplets by laser [Bar07a].  (b) Optical valve realized by laser 
[Bar07b].  (c) Separation of silicone oil (SO) and glycerol droplets (GI) by laser [Far06]. 
 
Another method to generate Marangoni flow is to subject a liquid surface to a 
micrometer scale temperature source suspended above the liquid.  This method takes 
advantage of the low thermal conductivity of air to create localized high temperature 
gradient at the top surface of the liquid, and may eliminate the need and complexity of 
patterning substrates with resistive elements.  Different shapes of heat sources in the 
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micrometer range can be utilized to generate Marangoni flows capable of manipulating 
immersed micro particles and droplets on featureless substrates [Bas08a].  This includes 
point heat source (Figure 1.6(a)), linear heat sources (Figure 1.6(b)), annular heat source 
and tapered heat source (Figure 1.6(c)).  The point heat source can be used for droplet 
collection, mixing and rotation.  The linear heat sources act as virtual channels; they filter 
particles by size and pull in target-sized droplets, demonstrating 100% selectivity for 
droplets 300 μm – 1000 μm in diameter.  The annular heat source is a droplet trap, and 
translating it causes the trapped droplet to move with it.  The tapered heat source can 
function as a droplet pump.  Unlike the annular heat source, the tapered heat source 
remains stationary when it transports droplets. 
 
 
Figure 1.6: Heat sources of various geometries to generate Marangoni flows [Bas08a]: (a) 
Point heat source for particle collection, mixing and rotation; (b) Linear heat sources as 
virtual channels for size filtering; (c) Tapered heat source as guidewire droplet pump.   
   
Instead of heat sources of definite shapes, the actuation of immersed particles and 
droplets can be accomplished by thermocapillary flow generated by a programmable 
heater array.  The 16 × 8 pixel heater array is suspended above the liquid surface and by 
sequential activation of these heaters, motion of droplets can be controlled in two 
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dimensions by two modes: the push-mode actuation (Figure 1.7(a)) and pull-mode 
actuation (Figure 1.7(b)) [Bas09].  Droplets can be instructed to move in a certain path, 
make a 90° turn, or merge with other droplets.  If a higher droplet velocity is desired, a 
liquid with a higher figure of merit can be chosen.  This suspended heater array is used in 




Figure 1.7: Programmable heater array for thermocapillary actuation [Bas09]: (a) Push-
mode actuation for transporting droplets; (b) Pull-mode actuation for merging droplets. 
 
One other application of Marangoni flow is in organizing suspended particles on a 
substrate from evaporating liquid droplets.  The main reason why the evaporation of 
liquid droplets has become an important research area is that it plays a significant role in 
many new applications such as DNA mapping [Jin98], self-assembly [Big06, Lou10], etc.  
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As mentioned in Section 1.1, the higher evaporation rate at the droplet perimeter pulls 
more liquid and the particles in it toward the edges.  This results in formation of “coffee-
ring” patterns on the substrates [Dee00a, Dee00b].  One way to avoid the “coffee-ring” 
patterns is making the Marangoni effect in the liquid dominant [Hu06].  This can be done, 
for example, by heating the substrate, and the result is a more homogeneous distribution 
of particles placed on the substrate when all liquid evaporates.  The role of surfactants in 
altering the patterns of deposited particles has also been investigated [Ngu02].  
Surfactants decrease the surface tension at the interface, and a condition may be created 
to favor or suppress the formation of Marangoni cells which dictate the final distribution 
of deposited solute.  The environment in which the liquid droplet evaporates can be 
altered to manipulate the flows inside the droplet [Maj12].  It is also found that the shape 
of the particles can also determine the deposition patterns.  For example, under the same 
experimental conditions, spherical particles tend to form a ring after evaporation, whereas 
ellipsoids tend to be uniformly deposited [Yun11].  Controlled evaporation to separate 
particles of two different diameters into regularly arranged striped patterns is achieved by 
using the “cylinder-on-flat” geometry [Han11].  The scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
images of the stripe patterns are shown in Figure 1.8.  The cylindrical lens on the heated 
substrate suppresses the Marangoni flow in the evaporating liquid, and it also allows the 
pinning and depinning of contact lines to occur several times during evaporation, forming 
the stripe patterns with separation of the different particles.  Other methods to control the 
drying process are summarized by Han et al. [Han12].  A natural progression following 
the sorting and separation of particles of two different sizes is the separation of three or 
more particles of different sizes as well as particles which have diameters in a continuous 
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spectrum.  With sorting according to particle size accomplished, it is not difficult to 
envision physical separation of the bigger and smaller particles. 
         
 
Figure 1.8: SEM images of stripe patterns obtained by retreating liquid in “cylinder-on-
flat” geometry [Han11].  The larger 500 nm particles are separated from the 50 nm 
particles in each stripe. 
 
1.3 Other Fluidic Manipulation Techniques 
Other than thermocapillary actuation, several other microfluidics actuation 
techniques involving the modulation of surface tension are also widely used.  One such 
technique is electrowetting, a technique based on the theory of electrocapillarity 
developed by Lippmann [Lip75].   In microanalytical chips, a common implementation is 
the sandwich configuration with a polarizable and conductive liquid droplet confined 
between two parallel substrates [Pol00, Pol02].  The applied voltage alters the contact 
angle of the droplet.  Transporting, merging and splitting of droplets can be accomplished 
by electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD).  Electrowetting is also used to control the flow 
of water in a microfluidic channel [Huh03].  Activating the array of electrodes below the 
channel alters the hydrophilicity of the channel floor surface, causing the water to shift 
and flow along the sidewall.  Electrowetting can be categorized as a kind of digital 
microfluidics; its applications in life science have generated much interest among 
researchers worldwide.  One application of EWOD is in DNA amplification by using 
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and an integrated EWOD/PCR chip has been proposed 
[Cha06].  Optoelectrowetting (SCOEW) uses light beams to alter the contact angle of the 
droplets and control the movement of these droplets, eliminating the need for fabricating 
complex bottom electrode arrays [Par10].  By altering the projected light pattern, 
SCOEW enables droplets of a wide range of sizes to be manipulated.  Patterned 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic surfaces create “virtual paths” to control liquid displacement 
[Zha01, Fan04].  Other methods that utilize surface or capillary forces include 
electroosmosis [Che02] and electrohydrodynamic [Ahn98] to name a few, and will not be 
discussed in detail here. 
Another popular technique is dielectrophoresis (DEP).  This method uses non-
uniform electric fields applied to polarizable particles that are immersed in non-
conductive liquid having polarization characteristics different from the particles [Zha10].  
There are two types of DEP: positive DEP (in which particles are more polarizable than 
its surroundings and are pulled toward higher field region) and negative DEP (in which 
particles are less polarizable than its surrounding and are repelled toward weak field 
region).  Simulants of biological warfare agents can be separated from blood by DEP 
[Hua03], and bacteria can be separated from airborne particles such as dust using curved 
electrodes [Moo09].  By creative geometry designs of electrodes, DEP can also be used 
to handle biological cells [Wan97, Vol06].  Dielectrophoresis is a technique that is 
widely used to manipulate cells in biomedical applications because of the advantages it 
offers, which include the ability to separate cells without biologically damaging them, as 
well as without the need of biochemical alteration done on the cells.  
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Other than applying electric field, surface acoustic wave (acoustophoresis), 
magnetic field (magnetophoresis) and optical fields may also be used to achieve fluid 
manipulation.  Acoustophoresis utilizes surface acoustic waves (SAWs) generated by 
applying AC signals to the interdigitated transducers to separate particles [Shi09].  The 
SAWs generate pressure fluctuations in the liquid.  Lateral acoustic radiation forces on 
suspended particles result, and the particles are driven to the pressure nodes or antinodes 
depending on the density and compressibility.  Particles of different magnetic 
susceptibilities can be separated by magnetophoresis [Pam06].  Non-magnetic particles 
remain undeflected in the separation chamber, and particles with larger magnetic 
susceptibility are deflected the most, therefore separating them.  An optical technique 
using laser separates particles based on size and refractive index [Hoi09].  Different 
particles experience different scattering forces and gradient forces; larger particles 
possess higher refractive index, and are readily deflected by the optical field.  Two or 
more of the aforementioned sorting techniques are often combined.  For example, DEP 
and magnetophoresis have been utilized in a microfluidic device to separate 
superparamagnetic microbeads of varying sizes [Kri09].   
In general, the different manipulation techniques require patterned substrates.  
Some manipulation techniques require electrodes to be patterned on the substrate as well.  
This adds to cost and complexity of substrate design.  Figure 1.9 compares the different 
techniques with respect to substrate complexity for the various particle manipulation 
techniques.  Number of materials, components and complexity in fabrication steps are 
used to evaluate substrate complexity.  The Marangoni technique using suspended heat 
sources does not require substrates to be patterned; instead the heat sources of various 
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designs have to be fabricated.  Because the heat sources are separate from the substrate 
on which particle manipulation occurs, these heaters can be reused and easily applied on 
any other substrates or techniques.  Hence the Marangoni technique offers not only a 
low-cost option for fluidic manipulation, but also flexibility as a result of the physical 
separation between the powered element and the liquid.   
 
 
Figure 1.9: Comparison of passive and active particle manipulation techniques.  
 
1.4 Structure of This Work 
The Marangoni actuation technique is a suitable method in microfluidic systems, 
and can complement other fluidic manipulation techniques mentioned in Section 1.3 to 
achieve desired outcomes in such applications as environmental monitoring, biochemistry 
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etc.  As described in Section 1.2, numerous past efforts of thermal Marangoni actuation 
are focused on manipulating liquid droplets.  The Marangoni flows are generated by 
either heaters patterned on the substrate, suspended heaters or lasers to transport, split and 
merge these droplets which are µL in volume and micrometer in size.  Several research 
groups have also focused on the manipulation of solid particles.  This is accomplished by 
using point heat sources, or evaporating liquid droplets in the µL range having particles 
in them with or without heating from below.   
To date, almost all published works pertain to transport of droplets, and transport 
of nanoscale and microscale particles.  There are a number of interesting questions that 
remain to be addressed: 
1. Can thermocapillary flows spatially localize the sedimentation of suspension 
particles on blank substrates? 
2. Can the thermal Marangoni effect be exploited to actuate larger solid objects, 
such as those that are millimeter in size?   
3. Is the Marangoni effect also a useful phenomenon for sorting, based on size, 
of low density solid particles that float on liquid?   
4. Will the sorting method work for particles having a continuous distribution of 
sizes? 
5. What are the conditions necessary to achieve the outcomes in points 1-4 above, 
and what are the potential utilities? 
This work contemplates to address these questions by further investigating the 
applications of thermocapillary effect in actuating solid phase objects of various 
geometries and properties.  Chapter 2 summarizes the theoretical background of 
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Marangoni effect and surface tension.  Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe the utilization of 
Marangoni convection in actuation of solid phase objects.  Chapter 3 begins by showing 
the utilization of Marangoni forces, generated by millimeter-sized suspended heaters, in 
transporting and localizing sedimentations of micrometer-sized weed pollens on a blank 
glass substrate.  There is no physical contact between the powered elements and the 
liquid suspensions, therefore this contactless method prevents sample contaminations.  
The heater array can be reused; therefore this technique also eliminates the need for 
costly fabrication processes and allows spatially localized sedimentations to be performed 
on any substrate.  Using the same heater array, another application of Marangoni 
convection – actuation of millimeter-sized rotary structures completely submerged in 
liquid – is described in Chapter 4.  The rotary structure is placed on a hub, and an 
optimum heating configuration is set up to achieve 360° rotations of the structure.  The 
third application of Marangoni convection is in sorting of micrometer-sized floating 
spheres according to size.  In particular, cenospheres with sizes of a continuous spectrum 
from 5 µm – 200 µm are sorted by evaporating liquid droplets for the purpose of studying 
their mechanical resonance. 
Chapter 6 shifts the focus to the mechanical resonance characterizations of the 
cenospheres that are sorted according to size.  The wine glass mode resonance is 
investigated to determine the practicality and suitability of cenospheres as resonators.  
Finally, Chapter 7 presents a summary of contributions of this work, and possible design 







This chapter presents the theoretical equations used throughout this work.  Some 
dimensionless fluidic numbers that are applicable in this work are also discussed. 
 
2.1. Effect of Temperature on Surface Tension 
In general, the gradient in surface tension, σ, may be caused by gradient in 
temperature, T, concentration of surfactants, c, or electric field, E

.  This relationship can 
be summarized as [Ber08]: 
d dT dc d E
T c E
∂ ∂ ∂= + +
∂ ∂ ∂

σ σ σσ    (2.1) 
The first term in equation 2.1 is due to temperature variations.  Surface tension typically 
decreases with increasing temperature.  Eötvös proposed one of the first empirical 







γσ = −     (2.2) 
Here, kγ is the Eötvös constant, with a value of 2.1 × 10
-7 J/K.mol2/3 for most liquids.  Tc 
is the critical temperature at which the surface tension goes to zero, and Vm is the molar 
volume of the liquid: 
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/mV M ρ=            (2.3) 
where M is the molar mass of the liquid and ρ is the density of the liquid.  Equation 2.2 






σ σ  = − 
 
    (2.4) 
where σ* is a unique constant for each liquid, and n is an empirical factor whose value 
depends on the liquid.  A linear approximation of the Guggenheim-Katayama formula is 
obtained by letting n =1: 
( )* 1 Tσ σ β= +            (2.5) 
with β = -1/Tc.  A graphical representation of the linear relationship between surface 
tension, σ, and temperature, T, is given in Figure 2.1.  The value σo is a measured surface 
tension value at a certain temperature, To.   
 
 
Figure 2.1: Linear dependence of surface tension and temperature.   
 
As temperature increases, surface tension decreases for most liquids.  Local 
heating of liquid surface results in reduction of surface tension at the heated area, and this 
is the origin of Marangoni convection in liquid layers of millimeter scale or less.  The 
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cooler interfaces away from the heated area are regions of high surface tension, and 
surface tension gradient develops.  This results in thermocapillary shear stress at the 





ud ∇== σμτ     (2.6) 
In this equation, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, su is the tangential surface 
velocity vector, N is the surface normal vector and σT is the surface tension temperature 





γσσ = = −     (2.7) 
Equation (2.7) is also referred as the Eötvös equation.  σT is typically negative for most 
liquids (implying surface tension decreases with increasing temperature), and is assumed 
to be constant in this work. 
As liquid moves from a region of low surface tension to that of high surface 
tension, a surface flow directed away from the high temperature region forms.  To ensure 
fluid continuity, a subsurface flow in the opposite direction is developed.  The surface 
and subsurface flows constitute the Marangoni flows shown by Figure 1.2.  Note that 
when the heat source is removed, liquid motion homogenizes the temperature of the 
liquid.  Absence of temperature gradient means absence of surface tension gradient and 
Marangoni flows cease to exist in the liquid.       
Table 2.1 provides values of surface tension and surface tension temperature 
coefficients of the liquids used in this work; water is included for reference.  Surface 
tension temperature coefficients are very small in magnitude.  This implies that the 
change in surface tension is minimal even when there is a huge temperature variation, 
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making it difficult to create sufficient surface tension gradient at the liquid surface to 
induce Marangoni flows.  Marangoni convection is thus often masked by volume forces 
such as buoyancy in large-scale systems.  Equation 2.6 shows that the thermocapillary 
shear stress is directly proportional to the temperature gradient of the liquid.  When the 
size of the system is reduced to a few millimeters or less, thermocapillary convection 
becomes the dominant effect.  This is because at small length scales of a few millimeter, 
a small temperature change results in a large temperature gradient and hence large 
thermocapillary stress.  
 
Table 2.1: Values of surface tension and surface tension temperature coefficient of  
liquids used in this work [3M01, Dow98a, Dow98b, Xia09].  Water is included for 










Silicone oil DC-200 19.7 -2.4* 
Silicone oil DC-550 24.5 -6.9* 
Silicone oil DC-704 37.3 -3.6 
Fluorinert FC-3283 16.0 -4.8* 
Water 72.9 -13.8 
* Data not available; value estimated from other similar liquids. 
 
2.2. Dimensionless Fluidic Numbers  
When Benard observed cellular flow patterns in 1900, Rayleigh attributed it to 
buoyancy [Ray16].  It was not until 1958 that Pearson provided the right explanation – 
Marangoni effect [Pea58].  Often times, both thermocapillary convection and other 
volume effects such as buoyancy are present at the same time, and the former may be 
easily masked by the latter which manifests as natural convection.  The dimensionless 
analysis presents a way to determine the more dominant effect when two competing 
phenomena are involved.   
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The dimensionless numbers which are helpful in determining which type of 
convection dominates are Marangoni number, Ma, and Rayleigh number, Ra [Vel09].  








   (2.8) 
where L is the liquid layer depth, ΔT is the temperature difference, and κ is the thermal 
diffusivity.  It gives the ratio between surface tension and viscous forces.  The Rayleigh 




g TLΔ= = α
μ κ
   (2.9) 
Here, α is the thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, and kμ = μ / ρ  is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid where ρ is the density 
of the liquid.  The ratio Ma/Ra characterizes the strength of the surface tension compared 






= =      (2.10) 
The dynamic Bond number (BoD) gives the ratio between buoyancy and surface-tension 
gradient forces, and determines whether the Marangoni effect is the dominant 
phenomenon.  As 2BoD L∝ , L has to be sufficiently small for thermocapillarity to be the 
dominant effect.  Alternatively, buoyancy can be virtually eliminated by conducting the 
experiments under microgravity conditions, e.g. in space, where g approaches zero.  
Assuming that the characteristic length L is a conservative 1 mm and taking g = 9.81 m/s2, 
Table 2.2 gives the calculations of the dynamic Bond numbers of various liquids used in 
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this work.  When L decreases, the dynamic Bond numbers decrease.  In the chapters that 
follow, we assume that Marangoni convection is the dominant mechanism in the 
manipulation of solid phase objects. 
  
Table 2.2: Material properties and calculated dynamic Bond numbers of the liquids used 
in this work. 
 Liquid 
Parameter at 25oC DC-200 DC-550 DC-704 FC-3283 
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 913 1068 1070 1820 
Thermal expansion coefficient, α  
(10-6 K-1) 1050 750 950 1400 
Surface tension temperature 
coefficient, σT (10-6 N/m.K) 
-24* -69* -35.6 -48.3 
Dynamic viscosity, μ (10-3 kg/m.s) 4.6 134 42 1.4 
Kinematic viscosity, μk (cSt) 5 125 39 0.75 
Thermal conductivity, k (W/m.K) 0.13* 0.13 0.16* 0.066 
Specific heat capacity, Cp (J/kg.K) 1600* 1500 1542 1100 
Prandtl number, Pr 55 1.5 × 103 4 × 102 25 
Dynamic Bond number, BoD 0.39 0.11 0.28 0.52 
* Data not available; value estimated from other similar liquids. 
 
Marangoni flows are generally weak in aqueous solutions and water.  This has 
been confirmed by particle-tracing technique [Hu06].  The main reason is that the surface 
of water is easily contaminated by surfactants, chemically-active agents which are 
capable of easily altering the properties of Marangoni convection [Sav02, Hu06].  For 
that reason, silicone oil is the most preferred liquid in many experiments involving the 
study of Marangoni effect [Ril98, Sch01].  Silicone oil is transparent, and any instability 
can be easily observed under the optical microscope.  These oils also have a very low 
surface tension.  They are therefore not easily altered by surfactants [Ber65].  
Furthermore, silicone oils are available in a wide range of Prandtl numbers (50 < Pr < 






     (2.11) 
Viscous effects dominate the flow in liquids with a high Prandtl number, while heat 
diffusivity is high and inertial effects dominate the flow in liquids with low Prandtl 
number.  The Prandtl numbers of the silicone oils used in this work are also given in 
Table 2.2.          
 
2.3. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions 
In microfluidics, flow velocities are small enough to treat the liquid as 
incompressible.  The density of the liquid is therefore constant, and the continuity 
equation becomes: 
0∇ ⋅ =u      (2.12) 
where u is the velocity vector.  In modeling with COMSOL Multiphysics®, the 
temperature field that induces the liquid flow due to Marangoni effect is obtained by 
solving the energy equation [Com11]: 
( )pk T C T Qρ∇ ⋅ − ∇ + =u     (2.13) 
where k is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, ρ is the liquid density, Cp is the 
specific heat capacity of the liquid, u is the velocity vector, and Q is the rate of heat 
transfer per unit volume.  When modeling of the heater array is done in this work, the 
heater surfaces are at fixed temperatures.  The air gap between the heater element and the 
liquid surface is small, typically in the range of 500 µm – 1000 µm, and heat transfer in 
this domain is assumed to be by conduction only.  This temperature distribution is then 
used to calculate the forces that the Marangoni effect induces on the liquid/air interface 
using equation (2.6), and the flow velocities in the liquid are calculated using the Navier-
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Stokes equation for incompressible fluid: 
2p
t
ρ μ∂ + ⋅∇ = −∇ + ∇ + ∂ 
u
u u u f    (2.14) 
Here, p is the pressure that the liquid experiences from the surroundings, and f represents 
other external body forces such as gravitational force acting on the liquid per unit volume.  
In this work, effects of gravity and other external forces can be neglected, hence f = 0.  
The sides of the liquid layer are assigned no slip boundary condition, while the liquid/air 
interface has a slip boundary layer.   
 
 




A non-contact method for spatially localized sedimentation of particles from liquid 
suspensions using Marangoni forces 
 
 
This chapter presents the directed sedimentation of suspension particles in a thin 
layer of liquid (≤ 1 mm) onto a featureless glass substrate by Marangoni flows.  A 
programmable 16 × 8 array of surface mount resistors suspended 0.1 mm – 2 mm above 
the liquid provides dynamic millimeter-sized heat sources to locally heat the liquid 
surface to temperatures from approximately 28.5°C to 36.5°C.  The heaters in this array 
can be activated independently by a graphical user interface, creating surface tension 
gradients along the liquid surface.  The resulting Marangoni flows direct spatially 
localized particle sedimentation on the substrate.  The resultant sedimentation patterns 
and accumulation levels depend on factors such as the temperature gradient at the liquid 
surface, number of active heaters and type of liquid used.  For example, when a single 
heater is activated, a liquid surface temperature elevation of 6.9°C results in a localized 
sedimentation of suspended weed pollen Kochia scoparia (Ф = 25 μm) in silicone oil 
DC-704 over a region of 2.9 mm2 that is centered directly beneath the active heater.  This 
sedimentation method is a contactless technique, which reduces the likelihood of sample 





Low cost diagnostic systems that offer high sensitivity and quick response are 
increasingly important for healthcare monitoring [Yag06, Pol11] and environmental 
monitoring [Moo09].  Such systems utilize microfluidic technologies to manipulate 
particles or liquids.  Often, particle trapping, separation and deposition are necessary to 
increase the concentration level of the particles so that detection and accurate analysis are 
possible.  As these systems progressively decrease in size, surface phenomena become 
more dominant and play important roles in microfluidic applications, influencing particle 
transport, trapping, mixing, reaction and separation.  The Marangoni effect develops as a 
result of surface tension variations at the liquid/gas interface caused either by temperature 
gradient or concentration gradient in the liquid, and is an example of a surface 
phenomenon.  This phenomenon is known to be responsible for many common 
occurrences, such as the “tears of wine” [Scr60] and superspreading of solution [Nik02].  
In several industrial processes such as the floating-zone process for crystal growth, 
Marangoni effect also plays a critical role [Lap05].  As a result, the Marangoni effect has 
been studied extensively [Lai86, Lu96, Aub05, Hu05a, Hu06, Tad09, Bha09].  Factors 
which influence Marangoni flow such as presence of turbulence [Kam98] and liquid 
depth [Ron07] have also been investigated.   
The Marangoni effect, when induced by a temperature gradient, is also known as 
thermocapillarity.  It is considered as a form of thermophoresis when the liquid flow and 
corresponding particle movement are induced by such a temperature gradient [And89, 
Wur07].  When temperature variation is imposed on a liquid surface, surface tension 
gradient develops at the liquid surface.  This results in liquid motion along the liquid/gas 
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interface, and flow in the opposite direction in the bulk liquid.  Such liquid motion is 
referred to as Marangoni flow.  Marangoni force has been utilized for transporting nano-
liter amounts of liquids over a large area [Far04], and droplet displacement and switching 
in a bifurcating microfluidic channel [Sel10].  One method to generate Marangoni flow is 
to subject a liquid surface to a micrometer scale temperature source suspended above the 
liquid.  Different shapes of heat sources in the micrometer range have been utilized to 
generate flows capable of manipulating micro particles and droplets [Bas08a].  
Marangoni flow has also been employed to perform droplet actuation by programmable 
manipulation using a 128-pixel heater array suspended 0.1 mm – 2 mm above the liquid 
surface [Bas09].  This chapter describes the investigation of the directed sedimentation of 
suspension particles in a liquid onto a featureless glass substrate by Marangoni flows 
using this 128-pixel heater array [Hen10, Hen11a].  Figure 3.1(a) shows the cross-section 
of a 3D schematic diagram of particle sedimentation by Marangoni cells and part of the 
heater array suspended above the liquid.  By activating a particular heater in the heater 
array, a temperature gradient is created on the surface of a thin liquid layer directly below 
the heater.  This results in surface tension gradient, which generates Marangoni flows 
capable of directing particles to accumulate at desired locations on a blank glass substrate 
in a contactless manner.  The Marangoni sedimentation technique reduces the need for 
costly fabrication processes and allows spatially localized particle sedimentation to be 
performed on any substrate. 
Section 3.2 presents the theoretical and simulation modeling of Marangoni flow in 
a bulk liquid induced by a millimeter sized heat source in close proximity to the liquid 
surface.  Section 3.3 describes the experimental results, showing the various 
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sedimentation patterns formed by different conditions.  The discussion and conclusion are 
presented in Section 3.4.    
 
 
Figure 3.1: (a) Cross-sectional view of 3D schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  
(b) Simulation result (COMSOL Multiphysics® 3.5a) showing temperature distribution 
profile and generated Marangoni flow cells in silicone oil DC-704. 
 
3.2. Theoretical Modeling  
The heat generated from the heat source travels through the air gap and increases 
the liquid surface temperature directly below the heat source in a spatially localized 
manner.  A temperature gradient is created at the liquid surface, resulting in a surface 
tension gradient.  The corresponding thermocapillary shear stress, τs, is proportional to 
the temperature gradient, sT∇  according to equation (2.6).  As the direction of the shear 
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stress and liquid flow are from a region of low surface tension (high temperature) to that 
of a high surface tension (low temperature), Marangoni flow at the surface of the liquid is 
directed away from the heat source.  This produces subsurface flows towards the heat 
source in the bulk liquid.  The surface and subsurface flows together form the Marangoni 
cell, transporting suspended particles in a toroidal pattern.  This phenomenon is depicted 
by Figure 3.1(a).   
A 3D simulation model is created using COMSOL Multiphysics® 3.5a; it includes 
the heater array and its supporting printed circuit board (PCB), the air gap, and the liquid 
on the glass substrate as shown in Figure 3.1(b).  Power is supplied to the heater to 
achieve localized temperature elevation of ≈7°C on the liquid surface.  The liquid is 
assumed to be 1 mm deep silicone oil DC-704 (Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, MI) 
with properties summarized in Table 3.1 [Dow98a].  Air is a relatively poor conductor of 
heat, with a low thermal conductivity of 0.025 W/m.K.  When the air gap between the 
heater and the liquid surface is 700 μm, the liquid surface temperature increase of 6.9°C 
is obtained for a power level of 600 mW, which elevates the surface of the resistor to 
120°C (This has been experimentally verified by measurements with a thermocouple as 
well as an infrared (IR) thermometer).  Such temperature elevation can be achieved with 
a power of 150 mW and 80 mW when the air gap is reduced to 100 μm and 10 μm, 
respectively.  Assuming that the sides of the liquid are at ambient temperature of 27°C, a 
temperature gradient and surface tension gradient develop at the surface.  In thin layers of 
liquids, the dominant driving force is the Marangoni effect, while buoyancy force and 
other bulk phenomena are smaller.  In Figure 3.1(b), the arrows show the resulting 
Marangoni surface and subsurface flows in silicone oil DC-704.  Simulation results also 
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show that the surface temperature of the liquid immediately below the resistor rises 
proportionately as the heater temperature is increased or the air gap is decreased.   
 
Table 3.1: Material properties of the liquids used in particle sedimentation: silicone oil 
DC-550 [Dow98b], silicone oil DC-704 [Dow98a], and electronic liquid FC-3283 
[3M01]. 
 Liquid 





Density, ρ (kg/m3) 1068 1070 1820 
Heat capacity, Cp 
(J/kg.K) 1418 1542 1100 
Thermal conductivity, k 
(W/m.K) 0.13 0.16 0.066 
Absolute viscosity, μ 
(10-3 kg/m.s) 134 42 1.4 
Kinematic viscosity, μk 
(cSt) 125 39 0.75 
Surface tension 
temperature coefficient, 
σT (10-6 N/m.K) 
-69 -35.6 -48.3 
Thermal expansion 
coefficient, α (10-6 K-1) 750 950 1400 
 
The particle velocity is the greatest at the liquid/gas interface, and drops towards 
the sides and bottom of the liquid.  The subsurface flows of the Marangoni cells are able 
to create sweeping actions on the substrate which result in particles close to the glass 
substrate being transported across the substrate, localizing the sedimentation below the 
heat source where the subsurface radial flow converges and rises to the surface.  This 
final location of the particles is independent of whether the sedimentation of the particles 
upon the substrate is caused by gravitational forces or particle-substrate interaction.   
The type of liquid used in the experiment can also affect the resultant particle 
velocity, and hence the particle collection.  Three kinds of liquids are used in this work, 
namely silicone oil DC-550 [Dow98b], silicone oil DC-704 [Dow98a] and electronic 
liquid FluorinertTM FC-3283 (3M Specialty Materials, St. Paul, MN) [3M01] with some 
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of the properties listed in Table 3.1.  Thermal conductivity values are generally available, 
but this value is not available for DC-704, so its value is estimated from a similar liquid.  
The surface tension temperature coefficients are calculated from the Eötvös equation 
according to equation (2.7) [Eot86].  The molar volume of silicone oil DC-550 is not 
known, and its surface tension temperature coefficient is estimated from a similar liquid. 
The particles used in this work are Φ = 25 μm weed pollen from Kochia scoparia 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) [Ald10].  Small, spherical particles reach a terminal or 











=      (3.1) 
where r is the radius of the particle, g is the gravitational acceleration, ρs is the density of 
a particle and ρf is the density of the liquid.  Even though every pollen particle is not 
perfectly spherical, this equation provides a reasonably accurate approximation of the 
settling rate [Gio95].   Because of pollen grouping, natural differences among pollen 
particles, the existence of air molecules, and variations in the water retention within the 
pollen, settling velocities of weed pollen vary widely [Gio95, Sos09].   
 
3.3. Experimental Results 
A 16 × 8 heater array is used to generate Marangoni flows in a thin layer of liquid, 
typically less than a millimeter deep.  The heater array consists of 100 Ω #0603 surface-
mount resistors, each of size 1 × 0.8 × 0.35 mm3 placed at 1.9 mm pitch on a PCB.  Each 
resistor can be switched on and off independently via a user interface written in LabView 
(National Instruments, Austin, TX).  The range of the heater power used is usually less 
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than 1.3 W.  A complete description of the design, fabrication and electrical circuitry of 
the heater array is given by Basu et. al [Bas09]. 
 Figure 3.1(a) shows the 3D schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  The 
weed pollen particles are mixed homogeneously in a carrier liquid.   The experiments are 
performed on 100 μl samples.  The depth of the liquid mixture is in the range of 500 μm 
– 1000 μm; the heater array with the resistors is suspended 700 μm ±100 μm above the 
liquid surface.  The heating is initiated immediately after the introduction of the 
suspension onto the substrate, so that most of the particles are still in suspension within 
the liquid and do not have sufficient time to settle onto the glass substrate.  The results 
are visualized by an inverted camera located under the glass substrate.  The 
programmable heater array produces various sedimentation patterns.   
Experimentally measured temperatures of a single active heater at different 
powers are shown in Figure 3.2.  Power is supplied to a resistor for about 1 minute before 
temperature measurement so that the resistor has sufficient time to reach thermal 
equilibrium.  The range of the power applied to the heater is 0.15 W – 0.6 W.  Based on 
simulation results, this provides liquid surface temperatures of 28.5°C to 34.0°C below 
the heater at the 700 μm separation in silicone oil DC-704.  To ensure accuracy, the 
temperature of the suspended heaters is measured by two methods – a thermocouple 
(Omega Engineering Inc, Stamford, CT) and an IR thermometer (Optris LS, Micro-
Epsilon Optris, Berlin, Germany).  The temperature readings obtained by the two 
instruments are consistent, and the measured temperatures vary linearly with power 
within this range.  The simulated liquid surface temperature rise directly below the active 





Figure 3.2: Temperature of a heater surface at various heater powers measured by 
thermocouple and infrared (IR) thermometer, and the resultant liquid surface temperature 
rise directly below the heater in silicone oil DC-704 obtained by simulation. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: (a) No accumulation is observed in silicone oil DC-704 with an estimated 
liquid surface temperature of 28.5°C directly below the active heater.  All the particles 
have settled onto the glass substrate after about 3 minutes 30 seconds.  Before taking the 
image, the suspended heater is raised but the liquid is not removed.  (b) Number of 
particles below the left, center and right heaters per 200 × 200 µm2 in the first 4 minutes 
of the experiment. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the sedimentation pattern resulting from an estimated liquid 
surface temperature of 28.5°C directly below the heater.  The sample was prepared with 5 
mg of weed pollen homogeneously mixed into 1 ml of silicone oil DC-704.  The weed 
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pollen was randomly distributed in the liquid at the start of the experiment.  When the 
center heater is initially activated, particle velocities are low, and particles distant from 
the central axis of the active heater tend to settle on the substrate according to the settling 
rate in equation (3.1).  There is insignificant change in the distribution of particles during 
the first 3 minutes of the experiment.  After about 3 minutes 30 seconds, particle 
movement is no longer observed.  All the particles have settled onto the glass substrate, 
and despite the presence of the heat source, the particles remain stationary.  No 
accumulation occurs as shown in Figure 3.3(a).  At the end of the experiment, the 
suspended heater array is raised but the liquid is not removed.  The estimated number of 
particles below the left inactive heater, center active heater and right inactive heater per 
200 × 200 µm2 in the first 4 minutes is shown in the graph of Figure 3.3(b).  It shows that 
the number of particles fluctuates and remains roughly constant over the time period 
despite temperature gradient developed at the liquid surface.         
Figure 3.4 shows the temporal sequence of particle sedimentation starting with 
random distribution of weed pollen immersed in silicone oil DC-704 in Figure 3.4(a).  
The same sample as that in Figure 3.3 is used, with an estimated liquid surface 
temperature of 34.0°C.  The accumulation begins to form 2 minutes after the start of the 
experiment.  The deposit below the active heater after 2 minutes is shown in Figure 
3.4(b).  Continued sedimentation in the next 8 minutes results in a pattern as seen in 
Figure 3.4(c).  The size of accumulation grows over time.  The power was supplied for 
approximately 20 minutes until all particles that could be transported are localized to a 
region directly below the heat source.  The final pattern is shown in Figure 3.4(d).  The 
deposit is largely concentrated in a region of approximately 2.2 mm wide on its longer 
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side, covering an area of 2.9 mm2 centered directly below the active heater.  Some 
particles that randomly settle onto the glass substrate are not moved by the Marangoni 
cells.   
The estimated pollen count directly under the center of the active heater and 
adjacent left and right inactive heaters per 200 × 200 μm2 is plotted for the initial 90 s of 
the experiment in Figure 3.4(e).  The high rate of sedimentation beneath the active heater 
is evident.  The count was terminated at 90 s because manual counting became 
impractical.  The numbers of particles below the left and right inactive heaters fluctuate 
depending on whether the random particles moving toward and away from the heat 
source come into the specified region where the count is taken.  It can be observed from 
the graph that these numbers are generally constant and do not increase with time, 
showing that accumulation occurs only in the liquid region directly under an active heater. 
The sedimentation pattern and accumulation level can be easily controlled.  By 
activating different number of heaters simultaneously, different patterns and amount of 
collected particles can be attained, as shown in Figure 3.5.  Each heater is supplied with 
0.6 W, resulting in an estimated liquid surface temperature of 34.2°C or 36.4°C beneath 
the centroid when two or four heaters are activated, respectively.  The test sample is of 
the same as for Figures 3.3 and 3.4.  The yellow rectangles in Figure 3.5 identify the 
locations of the active heaters.  More particles are collected when more heaters are active 
with the same initial concentration of suspension particles, and the accumulation covers a 
larger area.  In Figure 3.5(b), the deposit is concentrated in a region of about 4 mm wide 





Figure 3.4: Sedimentation in silicone oil DC-704.  The estimated liquid surface 
temperature is 34.0°C.  (a) Initial random distribution of particles immersed throughout 
the liquid 1 minute into the experiment.  (b) Particle sedimentation after 2 minutes 
showing a small amount of accumulation on the glass substrate below the active heater.  
(c) Particle sedimentation after 10 minutes.  (d) Particle sedimentation after 20 minutes.  
(e) Number of particles accumulated below the center active heater, left inactive heater 
and right inactive heater per 200 × 200 μm2.   
 
 
Figure 3.5: Formation of different patterns and amount of sedimentation in silicone oil 
DC-704 after approximately 15 minutes by: (a) two active heaters; (b) four active heaters.  
The liquid is not removed.  The yellow rectangles identify the locations of the active 




The type of liquid used also affects sedimentation.  Surface and subsurface flow 
velocities vary in different liquids such as silicone oil DC-550, silicone oil DC-704 and 
electronic liquid FC-3283.  In this set of experiments, the three different liquids are used, 
and the concentration of the particles in each liquid is kept constant.  Each experiment is 
run for about 20 minutes except that involving electronic liquid FC-3283.  One heater is 
activated at a power of 0.6 W.  Figure 3.6(a) shows the resultant sedimentation in silicone 
oil DC-550.  In this liquid, the liquid surface temperature below the heater is estimated to 
be 35.5°C.  Particle collection is limited to a small area of 1.3 mm2 below the heater, and 
the final pattern seems scattered.  Figure 3.6(b) shows particle sedimentation in silicone 
oil DC-704.  In this liquid, more particles are collected from a larger area and form a 
more focused pattern.  In electronic liquid FC-3283, the liquid surface temperature is 
estimated to be 29.7°C.  Particles easily settle onto the glass substrate, and those that 
remain suspended move at a very high speed away from the heat source.  No 
accumulation occurs as shown in Figure 3.6(c). 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Particle sedimentation in three different liquids.  (a) Sedimentation in silicone 
oil DC-550.  Particle collection is limited to a small area below the heater.  (b) 
Sedimentation in silicone oil DC-704.  More particles are collected from a larger area to 
form a larger accumulation.  (c) No accumulation occurs in electronic liquid FC-3283.  
The suspended heater is not raised before taking the image.   
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3.4. Discussion and Conclusion 
In order to spatially localize a sedimentation, sufficient temperature gradient at 
the liquid surface must be achieved to generate Marangoni flows.  This can be done by 
activating a single heater or multiple heaters to create temperature elevations at the liquid 
surface.  A collection with a larger area and higher concentration of particles is formed 
when a greater amount of particles are accumulated by the Marangoni cells.  From 
equation (2.6), it is evident that higher temperature gradients at the liquid surface and 
lower viscosities produce higher flow velocities.  Marangoni cells with high enough 
surface and subsurface velocities have the ability to transport particles from a larger area 
to form a bigger accumulation directly below the active heater(s).  Comparing the two 
silicone oils, silicone oil DC-550 has surface tension temperature coefficient 
approximately twice that of silicone oil DC-704, and viscosity about three times that of 
silicone oil DC-704.  The lower particle velocities in silicone oil DC-550 cause some 
particles transported by Marangoni cells to settle on the glass substrate before they come 
to a region below the active heater, so that the final pattern is not as focused as that 
obtained by silicone oil DC-704.  The electronic liquid FC-3283 has absolute viscosity 
two to three orders of magnitude lower; its thermal conductivity is also one order of 
magnitude lower than those of silicone oils.  This favors the formation of a higher 
temperature gradient (the peak temperature gradient is 37 K/mm on the surface, about 
twice that of the silicone oils) and flow velocities in this liquid.  When suspended 
particles move at high velocities away from the heat source and come in contact with the 
boundaries used to contain the liquid, some of these particles remain at the boundaries 
and are not recirculated by the subsurface flows to a region below the active heater.  
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Different liquids also have different vapor pressures and thus evaporation rates, which 
may influence the final patterns of sedimentation.  Although the vapor pressure of the 
electronic liquid FC-3283 is much higher than those of the silicone oils, the evaporative 
effects of the fluorinated liquid on sedimentation are not evident.  The volume fraction of 
evaporation in the duration of one experiment is < 10%.  Effects of evaporation become 
apparent when a liquid having higher vapor pressure is used.  Acetone, for example, has a 
vapor pressure one order higher than that of FC-3283.  The high evaporation rate of 
acetone limits the formation of Marangoni cells as the experiment progresses, and 
particles are randomly deposited on the glass substrate as the liquid evaporates.     
The use of the 16 × 8 heater array allows different configurations of active heaters 
to be used for different sedimentation patterns.  When four corner heaters of a 3 × 3 pixel 
array are activated, the final sedimentation on the glass substrate covers an area of 
approximately 28 mm2 in silicone oil DC-704.  The sedimentation is not as focused as 
that obtained by the 2 × 2 pixel configuration shown in Figure 3.5(b), because the 
deposited particles are now spread over a larger area.  Activating four corner heaters of a 
4 × 3 pixel array produces an even more scattered rectangular-shaped sedimentation 
covering an area of about 32 mm2 in silicone oil DC-704, with higher counts of particles 
at the four corners of the rectangular pattern.      
It is worthwhile to compare the Marangoni forces that were utilized for particle 
collection in this effort, with some of the other approaches that have been reported.  For 
example, thermophoresis is a method that uses temperature gradient to move particles.  
This method has been reported to form two-dimensional colloidal crystals [Duh05].  
Although it is conceivable that thermophoretic forces may contribute to some extent to 
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particle arrangements in the experiments described in the preceding section, the 
contribution is likely to be minor.  Based on the particle transportation velocity, the 
Marangoni forces are on the order of 10-8 N, whereas thermophoretic forces are on the 
order of 10-10 N.  This estimate uses Stokes’ drag equation; particle velocities for 
Marangoni flow and thermophoresis are on the order of 1 mm/s and 10 μm/s [Duh04], 
respectively. 
One of the most widely explored methods for particle manipulation in 
microfluidic systems is dielectrophoresis (DEP) [Gas02, Zha10, Vol06].  This method 
uses non-uniform electric fields applied to polarizable particles that are immersed in non-
conductive liquid having polarization characteristics different from the particles.  Typical 
utilization involves electrical lead transfer to electrodes that are located on the 
microfluidic chip.  Typical forces that have been reported for DEP structures are in the 
range of 10-12 N to 10-10 N [Wan97].  Hence, the Marangoni technique is potentially a 
complementary technique to others that have been explored for use in microanalytical 
systems.             
In summary, this study shows that a millimeter-sized heat source is able to 
generate Marangoni cells in the liquid films for the purpose of spatially localized 
sedimentation of small suspension particles such as weed pollen.  Various sedimentation 
patterns can be produced on a blank substrate by a suspended 2D heater array, which is 
able to impose different temperature profiles on the liquid surface and consequently alter 
the surface and subsurface flows.  Among the three liquids used, silicone oil DC-704 
shows to be the best carrier liquid to obtain a focused sedimentation of the weed pollen.  
A localized sedimentation of area 2.9 mm2 directly below the heater is obtained when a 
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single heater is activated to generate a liquid surface temperature rise of 6.9°C in 1 mm 
deep silicone oil DC-704.  When four heaters are activated, the area of the sedimentation 
obtained is about 7.9 mm2.  Because this is a non-contact technique, the problem of 
contamination is eliminated.  This method of directed deposition may have potential 
applications in environmental science and biology if temperature elevation is not a 
critical issue in the sedimentation process.  Following the demonstration of 
thermocapillary forces in manipulating micrometer-sized particles, the next chapter 
demonstrates the capability of Marangoni convection in manipulating millimeter-sized 




Thermocapillary actuation of millimeter-scale rotary structures 
 
 
In this chapter, we describe the rotary motion, by Marangoni flow, of a 
millimeter-scale rotary structure immersed in a thin layer of liquid.  A 16 × 8 array of 1 × 
0.8 × 0.3 mm3 surface-mount resistors is suspended ≈500 µm above the liquid to serve as 
a programmable heat source.  The continuous operation of resistor elements is used to 
impose a spatially-defined temperature gradient on the surface of the liquid.  With a 
maximum temperature gradient of 36.6 K/mm at the surface of a 2 mm-thick film of 
liquid with viscosity 5 cSt, a stainless steel rotary structure with a mass of ≈10 mg, a 
diameter of 4.1 mm, and blade angle of 34° takes 28 s to make a 360° rotation.  In 
general, the angular velocity of the rotary structure is affected by the temperature gradient 
of the liquid surface and liquid viscosity among several factors.   
 
4.1. Introduction 
In order to dynamically manipulate particles and droplets, several microfluidic 
technologies have been extensively studied in the past decade.  For instance, the theory 
and technology of dielectrophoresis (DEP), which involves the manipulation of neutral 
particles by electric field gradients, have become established and investigations on 
various practical applications are ongoing [Pet10a, Pet10b].  Electrowetting, which 
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involves the electrical manipulation of the wettability of a surface, is another technique 
that is being widely explored [Pol02].  This technique has been used mainly to control 
discrete droplets in digital microfluidics [Pol11].  It has also been used to rotate a 
millimeter-sized thin plate structure [Tak10].  Like DEP, electrowetting does not require 
the fabrication of microchannels, making it versatile and easy to reconfigure.   
Marangoni forces can also be used to manipulate droplets by altering the surface 
tension of the liquid [Dar05].  When caused by temperature gradient at the liquid-gas 
interface, this property is also known as thermocapillarity.  The surface tension gradient 
is generally created by heating elements integrated within the microfluidic systems.  It 
has been shown that droplets can be transported by activating the thermal elements that 
are embedded within a microfluidic device in a particular sequence, creating localized 
temperature gradients – and hence surface tension gradients – that displace the droplets 
[Far04, Dar03b, Sel09, Sel10].  Lasers have also been used to perform the localized 
heating [Bar07a, Bar07b, Vel09, Kot04].  Another method to realize contactless droplet 
manipulation by Marangoni flows is to use a programmable 2-dimensional (2D) heater 
array suspended 100 µm – 500 µm above a liquid layer [Bas09].  The separation of the 
electronic and fluidic substrates eliminates the need to pattern the substrate and reduces 
the likelihood of sample contamination and adsorption.  This method has been used to 
direct precipitation of suspension particles in a liquid onto blank glass substrates 





Figure 4.1: (a) 3D schematic of the experimental setup.  The rotary structure made of 
stainless steel is mounted on a hub and completely immersed in silicone oil.  The four 
square blades bend downwards in the liquid at an angle ϕ of 34°.  The length of each side 
of the square blade s is 1.2 mm.  The air gap between the heater and the liquid surface is 
≈500 µm.  Only 9 of the 128 heaters are shown, and four heaters are active.  An inverted 
camera is used to record the rotation.  (b) 2D schematic of Marangoni flows generated by 
the activation of a single heater. 
 
The interaction of chip-scale thermocapillary flows with movable mechanical 
structures has not been widely reported.  It has been shown that the thermocapillary 
actuation of a micromirror resting on a liquid droplet is possible through the creation of 
Marangoni flows within the liquid droplet by microheaters below the droplet [Dhu11].  
However, the Marangoni effect permits forces to be applied without physical contact 
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between the powered element (such as suspended microheaters or laser) and the moving 
object.  This chapter explores the application of Marangoni forces to rotate millimeter-
scale structures completely immersed in a thin layer of liquid by the use of suspended 
heaters [Hen11b, Hen13a].  Surface-mount resistors on a printed circuit board (PCB) are 
held above the liquid surface as shown in Figure 4.1(a) to serve as heaters and generate 
the surface tension gradients at the liquid surface.  Heaters are activated continuously to 
actuate the rotary structure by Marangoni flows.  Figure 4.1(b) shows the 2D schematic 
of the Marangoni flows generated by a single active heater.  The effects of temperature 
gradient at the liquid surface and liquid viscosity on the angular velocity of the rotary 
structures are investigated.    
Section 4.2 shows the theory and modeling results of a blade immersed in liquid, 
showing that the blade is subjected to varying torques at different positions relative to the 
heaters.  Section 4.3 describes the fabrication and experimental results.  Section 4.4 
presents the conclusions. 
 
4.2. Theory and Modeling 
When a heat source of millimeter size is suspended at close proximity above a 
liquid, temperature variations are created at the liquid surface.  The heat that travels 
through the air gap raises the temperature of the liquid directly below the heater in a 
spatially localized manner.  The lateral temperature gradient leads to surface tension 
gradient at the liquid-gas interface, and the resultant thermocapillary shear stress, τs, at 
the liquid surface is governed by equation (2.6).  The shear stress is proportional to the 
temperature gradient, sT∇ , with its direction from a region of low surface tension (high 
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temperature) to a region of high surface tension (low temperature).  The Marangoni flow 
is thus directed away from the heated regions to colder regions of the liquid surface, and 
circulates in the opposite direction in the bulk liquid beneath the surface.  This flow is 
schematically shown in Figure 4.1(b).  For any pure liquid at all temperatures, the Eötvös 
equation can be used to estimate the surface tension temperature coefficient, σT,  
according to equation (2.7) [Eot86].   
 
Table 4.1: Properties of silicone oil DC-704 [Dow98a] and DC-200 [Xia09]. 
Properties at 25oC DC-704 
DC-
200 
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 1070 913 
Thermal conductivity, k 
(W/m.K) 0.16 0.13* 
Dynamic viscosity, µ (10-3 
kg/m.s) 42 4.6 
Kinematic viscosity, µk (cSt) 39 5 
Surface tension temperature 
coefficient, σT (10-5 N/m.K) 
-3.6 -2.4* 
Specific heat capacity, Cp 
(J/kg.K) 1542 1600* 
* Data not available; value estimated from other similar liquids. 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the 3D simulation results using COMSOL Multiphysics® 4.3.  
The problem is modeled in a 3D geometry; a quadrant of the setup is drawn.  The 
complete rotary structure has four blades each measuring 1.2 × 1.2 mm2, and the length 
of the blade arm is 4.1 mm.  The blades bend downwards at an angle ϕ of 34° as shown 
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  The thickness of the structure is 125 µm.  The structure is 
completely submerged in the liquid; the layer of liquid above the blade arm is 200 μm.  
The entire liquid has dimensions 20 × 20 × 2 mm3.  The liquid is assumed to be silicone 
oil DC-704 (Dow Corning, Midland, MI), and the properties of this liquid are listed in 
Table 4.1.  Two of the active heaters, each measuring 1 × 0.8 × 0.3 mm3, are suspended 
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500 µm above the liquid surface.  Figure 4.2 shows a quadrant of the liquid layer 
measuring 10 × 10 mm2 with a height of 2 mm.  The thickness of the PCB is 1.6 mm.     
  
 
Figure 4.2: Modeling results showing the velocity magnitude in silicone oil DC-704 
when the blade arm (a) is directly below a heater (rotation angle θ of 0°); (b) has rotated 
through an angle of 30° anticlockwise as viewed from above.  The air gap is 500 µm, and 
the surface temperature of the two heaters is 446.5 K.  Marangoni flow patterns are 
generated inside the liquid layer. 
 
The temperature field that induces the liquid flow due to Marangoni effect is 
obtained by solving the energy equation given by equation (2.13).  The air gap is small, 
and heat transfer in this domain is assumed to be by conduction only.  This temperature 
distribution is then used to calculate the forces that the Marangoni effect induces on the 
liquid/air interface using equation (2.6), and the flow velocities in the liquid are 
calculated using the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluid according to 
equation (2.14).  The surfaces of the heaters are assigned fixed temperatures as boundary 
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conditions; the background is at 300 K.  Full details of the boundary conditions used in 
the modeling are given in Appendix A.  Two cases are simulated: (1) the blade arm of the 
rotary structure is directly below a heater at rotation angle θ of 0° (Figures 4.2(a) and 
4.3(a)), and (2) the blade arm has rotated through an angle of 30° anticlockwise as 
viewed from above (Figures 4.2(b) and 4.3(b)).  When the air gap is 500 µm and the 
surface temperatures of the heaters are 446.5 K, 428 K and 409 K, the maximum 
temperature gradients generated at the liquid surfaces are 30.6 K/mm, 26.7 K/mm and 
22.8 K/mm, respectively.  This heater surface temperature can be reduced to ≈355 K and 
≈320 K when the air gaps are 100 μm and 10 μm, respectively, to generate the same 
maximum temperature gradient of 30.6 K/mm at the liquid surface.   
The temperature gradient results in shear stress and liquid flow.  Modeling results 
show that the maximum magnitudes of the liquid velocity are at the liquid surface, and 
that Marangoni flow patterns are generated inside the liquid layer.  Figure 4.2(a) shows 
that when the blade arm is directly below a heater, the  maximum liquid flow velocity is 
about 5.30 mm/s, while a maximum velocity magnitude of 4.90 mm/s is obtained when 
the blade arm has rotated 30° anticlockwise (as viewed from the top) shown in Figure 
4.2(b).     
With a liquid depth of 2 mm, the Marangoni effect is the dominant phenomenon 
in the liquid in comparison to free convection.  This can be explained by the dynamic 













Figure 4.3: Driving torque calculations based on modeling results.  (a) (Top view) Forces 
Fx and Fy acting on the top and bottom surfaces of the blade when the blade arm is 
directly below a heater (rotation angle θ of 0°).  The driving torque on the blade is ≈435 
pN.m, rotating the structure in an anticlockwise direction.  (b) (Top view) Forces Fx and 
Fy acting on the top and bottom surfaces of the blade when the blade arm has rotated 
through an angle of 30° anticlockwise in the liquid as viewed from above.  The driving 
torque on the blade is ≈325 pN.m, also producing an anticlockwise rotation.  The x- and 
y-coordinates in the figures are in mm.  The torque due to forces acting on the sides of 
the blades is omitted for clarity.   
 
Ra and Ma are the Rayleigh number and Marangoni number, respectively.  The dynamic 
Bond number, BoD, is directly proportional to L
2, where L is the characteristic length 
scale of the liquid.  Therefore, for L of a few mm or smaller, free convection or buoyancy 
force becomes negligible. 
The liquid motion produces a driving torque acting on the rotary structure.  This 
torque is calculated with the z-axis as the axis of rotation, and the origin is at the center of 
the end of the blade arm as shown in Figure 4.3.  The two force components that generate 
the torque to rotate the blade are Fx and Fy, and both act on each of the top and bottom 
surface of the blade.  The magnitudes of these force components are obtained by 
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integrating the total stress over the top or bottom surface area of the blade.  To obtain the 
perpendicular distances for torque calculations, Fx and Fy are assumed to be acting at the 
locations of maximum stress on the upper and bottom surfaces of the blade separately.  
There are also forces acting on the sides of the blade; including the effects of these forces 
reduces the driving torques by only 5-8%.  Forces acting on the blade arm are assumed to 
produce negligible torques.   
Figure 4.3 summarizes the results when only force components Fx and Fy acting 
on the top and bottom surfaces of the blade are considered.  When the temperature of the 
heater surfaces is 446.5 K and the air gap is 500 µm, torque calculations based on 
simulations indicate that the driving torque on one blade is ≈435 pN.m when the blade 
arm is directly below the heater; this torque causes the blade to rotate in an anticlockwise 
direction as viewed from above.  When the blade arm has rotated through an angle of 30° 
in the liquid, such that the blade is in between two heaters as viewed from above, the 
driving torque acting on the blade is ≈325 pN.m, also producing an anticlockwise 
rotation.  After the effects of the forces acting on the sides of the blade are included, the 
driving torques are ≈400 pN.m and ≈310 pN.m when the blade arm is directly below a 
heater and when it has rotated through an angle of 30° anticlockwise, respectively.  Direct 
evaluation of the torques in COMSOL indicates that the driving torques are ≈380 pN.m 
and ≈340 pN.m at rotation angle θ of 0° and 30°, respectively.  Hence the blade is 
subjected to a varying torque as it makes a complete rotation.  The greater torque acting 
on the blade at rotation angle θ of 0° causes the structure to accelerate, while a reduced 
torque when the blade is between two heaters causes it to decelerate.  The rate of rotation 
depends on a variety of factors such as temperature gradient of the liquid surface and 
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liquid viscosity.  It can be assumed that the frictional torque is similar to the driving 
torque because acceleration is small.     
 
4.3. Fabrication and Experimental Results 
The heater array is implemented in a 16 × 8 arrangement of #0603 surface-mount 
resistors (100 Ω, size 1 × 0.8 × 0.3 mm3) placed at 1.9 mm pitch on a PCB.  The position 
of the heater array above the surface of the liquid is controlled by a micromanipulator 
with a resolution of 2 μm.  A user interface written in LabView (National Instruments, 
Austin, TX) is used to individually activate each heater.   
The rotary structures, which have four square blades, are fabricated from a 
stainless steel substrate (thickness = 125 µm; density = 7850 kg/m3) using micro-electro-
discharge-machining (µ-EDM) (MG-ED72W, Panasonic, Osaka, Japan) [Tak02, Ric08].  
The programming code which is used to create these rotary structures is given in 
Appendix B.  Figure 4.4(a) shows the fabricated rotary structure before the blades are 
bent.  In a typical structure, the total length of the blade arm is 4.1 mm and its width is 
500 μm.  Each of the four blades measures 1.2 × 1.2 mm2, and is bent manually at a 
region of reduced thickness (40 µm) adjacent to the blade arm.  A 300-µm-diameter 
depression of depth 80 µm is made at the center of the rotary structure to mount the 
structure on a hub.  With such dimensions, the mass of the rotary structure is about 10 mg 
and its moment of inertia I is 2.35 × 10-11 kg.m2.  The blade angle ϕ is 34° as shown in 
Figure 4.4(b).  All the blades of the rotary structure bend downward in the liquid when 
the structure is placed on the hub.  The bends enable the structure to rotate and maintain 





Figure 4.4: (a) Optical micrograph of the micromachined rotary structure made of 
stainless steel with thickness 125 µm.  The length and width of the blade arm are 4.1 mm 
and 500 μm, respectively.  Each square blade measures 1.2 × 1.2 mm2.  The thinned 
portion of the blades is 40 µm thick.  A depression of diameter 300 µm and depth of 80 
µm is made at the center of the rotary structure for mounting on the hub.  (b) SEM 
micrograph showing a rotary structure with blade angle ϕ of 34°.   
 
A micropipette is used to dispense the liquid onto the plastic substrate, and the 
depth of the liquid is ≈2 mm in order to completely immerse the rotary structure in the 
liquid.  Silicone oil DC-200 and DC-704 are used as the liquid medium with some of 
their properties summarized in Table 4.1.  To observe the rotation, an inverted camera is 
placed underneath the transparent plastic substrate.   
When four heaters suspended 500 µm above the liquid surface are activated with 
a configuration shown in Figure 4.1(a), the temperature gradient and corresponding 
surface tension gradient at the liquid surface generate Marangoni flows, which rotate the 




Figure 4.5: (a) Experimentally observed rotation of the rotary structure in silicone oil DC-
704 through a rotation angle of 90° when the maximum liquid surface temperature 
gradient is 30.6 K/mm, showing regions of acceleration and deceleration in a period of 12 
s.  (b) Acceleration and deceleration of the rotary structure through a 90° rotation. 
 
Figure 4.5(a) shows the experimentally-measured angle of rotation, θ, of the 
rotary structure submerged in silicone oil DC-704 with respect to time.  In this 
experiment, the heater surface temperature is 446.5 K and the maximum temperature 
gradient at the liquid surface is estimated at 30.6 K/mm.  From this graph, regions of 
acceleration and deceleration are identified as the rotary structure makes one quarter of a 
rotation in a time period of 12 s.  The inset in Figure 4.5(a) shows an image of a rotation 
in a clockwise direction as obtained by the inverted camera.  The four rectangles in 
dashed lines highlight the four active heaters suspended above the liquid.  It is evident 
that a varying torque is acting on the rotary structure.  The structure accelerates when the 
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blade arms are located directly below the active heaters and decelerates otherwise.  The 
regions of acceleration correspond to regions of higher driving torques acting on the 
blades consistent with the simulation results.  Figure 4.5(b) shows the graph of the 
angular acceleration of the rotary structure in this 90° rotation.  When the blades of the 
structure bend upwards in the liquid, the direction of rotation is reversed.     
 
 
Figure 4.6: Time taken to make one complete rotation in silicone oil DC-704 and DC-200 
at different maximum temperature gradients generated at the liquid surface. 
 
The type of the liquid used can significantly affect the speed of rotation.  Figure 
4.6 shows the time taken by the rotary structure to make a 360° rotation in silicone oil 
DC-704 and DC-200 for different values of maximum temperature gradient at the liquid 
surface.  When silicone oil DC-704 is used, the rotary structure does not make a complete 
rotation when the maximum temperature gradient at the liquid surface is less than 22.8 
K/mm.  The corresponding value is 27.3 K/mm when silicone oil DC-200 is used, and 
these values are repeatable.  The graph depicts a linear dependence between the time 
taken by the rotary structure to make one complete rotation and the temperature gradient.  
As observed in Table 4.1, the properties of the two liquids are rather similar, but the 
dynamic viscosity of DC-704 is one order of magnitude higher than that of DC-200.  It is, 
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therefore, expected that the structure takes more time to make a complete rotation in DC-
704.  Changing the viscosity of the liquid by one order of magnitude does not necessarily 
result in a direct increase in rotation rate by one order of magnitude because of the 
complex interaction between the liquid and the rotary structure, the role of the frictional 
forces at the hub, etc.  At a maximum temperature gradient of 30.6 K/mm, the rotary 
structure takes 49 s to make a 360° rotation in silicone oil DC-704.  Figure 4.7 shows the 
rotation of the rotary structure in silicone oil DC-200 when the maximum temperature 
gradient at the liquid surface is 36.6 K/mm.  A dot drawn on one blade denotes the 
orientation of the rotary structure.  The four activated heaters are indicated by rectangles 
in dashed lines.  These four heaters are activated continuously, maintaining the 
temperature gradients and hence surface tension gradients at the liquid surface.  The 
rotary structure takes 28 s to make a complete rotation in this liquid under these 
conditions.   
 
 
Figure 4.7: The 360° rotation of a rotary structure in silicone oil DC-200.  The rectangles 
in dashed lines indicate the heaters that are activated.  The generated maximum 
temperature gradient at the liquid surface is 36.6 K/mm.  The time taken to make one 




The intent of this effort was to determine whether millimeter-scale rotary 
structures that are fully submerged in liquid can be actuated by thermocapillary forces 
without physical contact between the liquid and powered source.  Millimeter-scale rotary 
structures with a blade angle ϕ of 34°, and mass of ≈10 mg were fabricated and 
evaluated.  As the structure makes a 360° rotation, it experiences varying torque 
depending on its position relative to the microheaters.  When the blade arms of the rotary 
structure are directly below the heaters, a larger torque acts on the blades and the rotary 
structure accelerates.  A reduced torque acts on the blades otherwise, and the rotary 
structure decelerates.  Frictional forces at the hub and drag forces on the blades also 
affect the angular velocity and acceleration of the rotary structure.  The time needed by 
the rotary structure to make a complete rotation in silicone oil DC-200 is 28 s when the 
maximum temperature gradient at the liquid surface is 36.6 K/mm.  In the long term, it is 
possible to envision an active control system in which the activation of heaters is 
synchronized to the angular position of the rotary structure.  It should also be possible to 
replace the joule heaters by lasers, thereby reducing unnecessary heating. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, the Marangoni effect used for fluidic manipulation is 
developed by localized heating of the liquid surface.  As shown by Bénard and other 
researchers, thermocapillary flows can also be generated in thin layers of liquid heated 
from below.  Marangoni flows are present in evaporating liquid droplets, but these flows 
are generally weak unless the substrate is heated.  In Chapter 5, the utility of Marangoni 
flows in evaporating liquid droplets to achieve size sorting of solid phase objects is 




Size sorting of floating spheres based on Marangoni forces in evaporating droplets 
 
 
The high throughput size sorting of particles in liquid suspensions is of interest 
for a variety of microanalytical and micromanufacturing applications.  Hollow glass 
cenospheres of various diameters ranging from 5-200 µm are sorted according to size by 
evaporation of isopropyl alcohol droplets on an unpatterned glass substrate.  By raising 
the temperature of the glass substrate, a stable Marangoni convection is developed inside 
the droplet.  At a substrate temperature of 55°C, more of the larger spheres (150-200 µm) 
are deposited near the droplet center, but smaller spheres <50 µm are found everywhere 
throughout the dried region.  Better sorting is observed when the temperature of the 
substrate is above the boiling point of the liquid.  When the substrate temperature is 
85°C, higher than the boiling point of IPA, most of the spheres <50 µm are transported 
close to the droplet edge.  In the center of the dried pattern obtained from a 0.5 µL 
droplet, the spheres with >150 µm diameter outnumber those with <50 µm diameter by 
6X.  The deposited spheres remain attached to the substrate surface when dry.  The self-





5.1. Introduction  
The study of evaporating liquid droplets has been investigated to gain 
understanding of everyday natural phenomena such as the ring patterns left on a dried 
dish, and the familiar “coffee-ring” outlines left on the substrate by an evaporated coffee 
droplet [Dee97, Hu02, Hu05b].  In recent years, the investigation on the mechanisms of 
liquid evaporation has intensified because new and useful applications have been enabled 
by such a commonplace phenomenon.  For example, under appropriate conditions, 
droplet drying has been reported to produce uniform monolayer gold films exhibiting 
long-range ordering [Big06].  This self-assembly method may be useful for the formation 
of ultra-thin films used in sensors and other devices.  Other work has focused on droplet 
drying for striated, close-packed assemblies of 50-nm diameter and 500-nm diameter 
particles [Han11].  In general, the desired deposition pattern has been achieved by 
manipulating the internal droplet flows and kinetics [Fis02]; this may involve heating the 
droplet [Gir06], adding surfactant [Ngu02], or altering the surrounding in which the 
droplet evaporates such as letting it dry in a saturated ethanol environment [Maj12].  
Another factor that influences the way the particles are distributed when the liquid dries 
is the shape of the particles.  For example, it has been reported that spherical particles 
form a ring after evaporation, whereas ellipsoids tend to be uniformly distributed 
[Yun11].  
The separation or sorting of particles is an important process that is often 
necessary to reduce analysis time and increase concentration of the constituent(s) of 
interest.  Several sorting techniques have been proposed by the microfluidic community 
in the past several years.  There are two main modes of particle sorting: the batch mode, 
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and the continuous mode.  The batch mode requires a fixed volume of sample reagent to 
be processed, whereas the continuous mode typically allows constant flow to be 
maintained during the sorting [Pam07].  
It is well known that liquid flow can result from surface tension gradients in 
liquid; this is known as the Marangoni effect.  Surface tension gradients can be generated 
by temperature or surfactant concentration.  Flow induced by the Marangoni effect due to 
temperature gradient is also known as thermocapillarity.  To generate this temperature 
gradient on the surface of the liquid, thermal elements may be suspended in close 
proximity above the liquid surface.  The resulting Marangoni flows in the liquid are 
capable of actuating droplets [Bas09] and directing sedimentations of suspended particles 
[Hen11a].  Alternatively, these heater elements may also be fabricated on the substrate, 
and the Marangoni forces may be utilized to transport nano-liter amounts of liquids over 
a large area [Far04].  A stable Marangoni flow pattern also develops inside an 
evaporating liquid droplet when the droplet is placed on a heated substrate.  The higher 
temperature at the substrate contact region results in an area of lower surface tension as 
compared to the apex of the droplet.  This results in an upward tangential flow along the 
curvature of the droplet from the edge to the apex, and a recirculating flow in the 
opposite direction within the droplet [Gir06].   
Cenospheres, which are lightweight, hollow spheres produced as byproducts in 
coal-burning power plants, were once deemed as difficult waste, but they were later 
discovered to possess excellent material properties that make them highly useful in 
certain applications [Wan96].  For example, they have been used as lightweight fillers in 
building materials such as concrete [McB02], and they can be coated with metal such as 
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copper to make conducting fillers for electromagnetic interference shielding materials 
[Shu01].  These cenospheres typically come unsorted in various sizes, yet only 
cenospheres of a particular size are useful in certain applications.  One potential 
application of cenospheres is inertial sensors because of the radial symmetry and 
properties – mechanical, electrical and optical – that are afforded by the spherical shape.  
The mechanical resonance of such structures has been reported recently [Hen13b].   
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the possibility of size sorting 
cenospheres by utilizing the Marangoni convection inside an evaporating liquid droplet 
[Hen13c].  This is quite different from past efforts directed at the close-packed self-
assembly of homogeneous nanometer-sized particles in suspension with the intent to 
create a film.  First, the cenospheres, having a mean diameter of 85 µm, are much larger 
than the nanoparticles that have been investigated in the past, and they are present in a 
continuous spectrum from 5 µm to 200 µm, although the technique is not limited to this 
size range.  Second, the low-density of the sealed, gas-filled cenospheres causes them to 
float on the liquid surface.   Third, the goal is to permit the physical separation, and 
possible removal of smaller spheres, to allow the larger spheres to be harvested for 
subsequent use.  The entire process of drying and segregation takes about 10 s.  Other 
sorting methods such as electrophoresis [Koh08], acoustophoresis [Shi09], 
magnetophoresis [Pam06] and hydrodynamic filtration [Mat11] may take several 
minutes, and require the fabrication of electrodes, transducers, magnets and/or 
microchannels.  The evaporation-based technique presented in this work avoids the 




Figure 5.1: 3D schematic of high throughput sorting, showing an array of IPA droplets 
with cenospheres of various sizes on a heated glass substrate, as well as a schematic 
diagram of the evaporation process and the final pattern of deposited cenospheres.  The 
cenospheres are sorted according to size, with the larger spheres at the center and the 
smaller spheres at the perimeter.  The droplet volume ranges from 0.5-8 µL, and the 
temperature of the glass substrate is 55°C to 85°C.   
 
Figure 5.1 shows a 3-D schematic of a concept to achieve high throughput 
sorting.  An array of droplets in µL range, consisting of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and 
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cenospheres, is placed on a heated substrate.  The perimeter of each droplet is pinned, and 
the cenospheres are recirculated within the droplet by Marangoni flows until all the liquid 
evaporates.  In the following section, it will be shown that, under appropriate conditions, 
most of the larger spheres are deposited at the center, while most of the smaller spheres 
are deposited around the circumference of the original droplet.  The spheres of interest 
may be subsequently removed and processed.  
 
5.2. Experimental Procedure and Results 
5.2.1 Procedure 
Commercially available cenospheres (Q-CEL 6014, Potters Industries LLC, 
Valley Forge, PA) made of sodium borosilicate glass are obtained.  These cenospheres 
are made by heating solid glass particles; the gases within the glass act as blowing agents 
to expand the glass particles [Goe93].  The effective density of these hollow glass spheres 
is approximately 0.14 g/cm3, and the sizes range from 5-200 μm.  The shell thickness of 
the cenosphere is 1-3 µm.  Figure 5.2 shows the optical and Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) micrographs of the cenospheres of various sizes.  To perform the size 
sorting experiments, a sample of 0.25 g of cenospheres is placed in 15 mL of IPA and 
mixed.  The mixture is left undisturbed and after some time, the intact cenospheres float 
on the liquid surface, while the broken cenosphere particles settle to the bottom of the 
beaker.    
To achieve size sorting, a small droplet of the mixture consisting of IPA and 
cenospheres is placed onto a 500-µm thick glass wafer which is heated by a hot plate 
below it.  The temperature of the surface of the glass wafer is measured using a 
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thermocouple.  A micropipette is used to pipette 0.5-8 µL of the droplet mixture by 
inserting the disposable pipette tip close to the liquid surface so that only the intact 
cenospheres are obtained.  Once the droplet is placed on the glass wafer, a plastic cover is 
used to shield the droplet during the evaporation process to prevent ambient air flow from 
influencing the sorting process of the cenospheres.  All the IPA evaporates in about 10 s.  
Due to the transparent nature of the cenospheres, a dark background is placed below the 
glass wafer during imaging using the optical microscope.      
 
 
Figure 5.2: (a) Optical micrograph of the original cenospheres of various sizes.  The shell 





Figure 5.3: (a) Liquid flow patterns in an evaporating droplet on a heated substrate.  A 
stable Marangoni flow forms in the droplet.  (b) Liquid flow patterns in an evaporating 
droplet on an unheated substrate.  Evaporation induced radial flow is the dominant flow.   
 
5.2.2 Results 
Sorting of these cenospheres according to size can be achieved by evaporating the 
microliter IPA droplet on a heated glass substrate.  When the droplet mixture is placed on 
the heated substrate, the droplet edge is pinned, and the result is a consistent circular 
droplet shape with radius ranging from about 2 mm to 3 mm.  The cenospheres are 
recirculated in the evaporating droplet by Marangoni flows shown in Figure 5.3(a).  
Observations reveal that the spheres are subducted by the powerful Marangoni flow, 
which appears to overcome the buoyancy force.  As the liquid evaporates, the majority of 
the smaller spheres are brought to the edge of the droplet, while the larger spheres are 
dropped at the center.  If the microliter droplet mixture consisting of IPA and 
cenospheres is evaporated on an unheated substrate, the droplet edge is not pinned; the 
liquid spreads on the substrate randomly, and because the IPA does not evaporate fast 
enough, the cenospheres float and move on the IPA surface in an arbitrary manner.  The 
result is random deposition of the cenospheres on the substrate when all the liquid dries 







Figure 5.4: Number of cenospheres in an area of 500 × 500 µm2 deposited along the 
radius from the center (r = 0) to the edge (r = R) of the circular droplet area when the 
temperature of the glass substrate is (a) 55°C, and (b) 65°C.  The volume of the droplet 
used is 0.5 µL, and the droplet radius is about 2.5 mm. 
 
The sorting results at different substrate temperatures are shown in Figures 5.4(a)-
(d).  In each experiment, 0.5 µL of the mixture is pipetted onto the substrate, and the 
substrate temperature ranges from 55°C to 85°C with increment of 10°C.  The droplet 
radius is ≈2.5 mm.  The number of deposited cenospheres on the substrate in a 500 × 500 
µm2 region from the center (radial distance, r = 0) to the edge (radial distance, r = R) of 
the circular deposited pattern is counted after all the liquid has evaporated.  Figure 5.4(a) 





more of the larger spheres (150-200 µm) are near the center with the number declining 
toward the edge, the smaller-sized spheres with diameters <50 µm and 50-100 µm are 
found everywhere throughout the dried region at this substrate temperature.  As the 
substrate temperature is increased, more spheres with diameter <50 µm are pushed 
toward the edge of the droplet as shown by Figures 5.4(b)-(c).  It is apparent that there is 
a divergence in the number of spheres with diameter <50 µm and those with diameter 
150-200 µm from the center to the edge in these two graphs.  When the substrate 
temperature is 85°C, higher than the boiling point of IPA of 82.5°C, most of the spheres 
<50 µm are transported close to the edge.  The majority of the spheres at the center are 
150-200 µm.  The result is shown in Figure 5.4(d).  The number of 50-100 µm spheres is 
random with no fixed pattern along the radius of the droplet at any given substrate 
temperature, but the number of 100-150 µm spheres tends to peak at r = 0.5R when the 
substrate temperature is 65-85°C.   
The experiment is repeated with a higher droplet volume of 8 µL, and it is shown 
that sorting also takes place.  The substrate temperature is fixed at 85°C and the droplet 
radius is ≈3 mm.  The result is shown in Figure 5.5.  With a larger volume, more spheres 
are present in the droplet.  It is apparent that the number of spheres <50 µm increases 
steadily from the center to the edge, while the number of the other spheres decline.  The 








Figure 5.4: Number of cenospheres in an area of 500 × 500 µm2 deposited along the 
radius from the center (r = 0) to the edge (r = R) of the circular droplet area when the 
temperature of the glass substrate is (c) 75°C, and (d) 85°C.  The volume of the droplet 
used is 0.5 µL, and the droplet radius is about 2.5 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Number of cenospheres in an area of 500 × 500 µm2 deposited along the 
radius from the center (r = 0) to the edge (r = R) of the circular droplet area when the 






Physical removal of the smaller spheres is possible by placing a perforated metal 
plate in contact with the glass substrate prior to the droplets.  Figure 5.6 compares the 
sorting results obtained with and without the use of a perforated metal plate of thickness 
25 µm.  In each experiment, 5 µL of droplet is pipetted onto a glass substrate at 85°C.  As 
evident in Figure 5.6(a), without the metal plate, the spheres with diameter <50 µm are 
deposited mainly around the droplet edge, and the larger ones >100 µm are located at the 
droplet center.  With the use of a perforated metal plate having hole radius of ≈1 mm 
placed in contact with the glass substrate as shown in Figure 5.6(b), most of the spheres 
<50 µm are deposited on the metal plate.  These smaller spheres are removed when the 
plate is lifted off the glass substrate, leaving the larger spheres on the glass substrate as 
shown in Figure 5.6(c).   
 
5.3. Discussion and Conclusion 
When a liquid droplet evaporates on a heated substrate, a temperature gradient 
develops along the surface of the droplet, resulting in a surface tension gradient.  The 
thermocapillary shear stress, τs, is proportional to the temperature gradient, sT∇ , 
according to equation (2.6) [Bas07, Hig00].  Marangoni flow develops inside the 
evaporating droplets [Gir06, Mar89, Rui02]; this flow plays an important role in 
positioning solid particles on substrates during drying [Hu06].   
The higher the substrate temperature, the larger the surface tension gradient that is 
generated along the droplet surface and the more dominant the Marangoni flow becomes.  
This can be seen from equation (2.6) and the Marangoni number, which is directly 
proportional to the temperature gradient in the liquid.  Modeling by COMSOL 
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Multiphysics 4.3 reveals that the highest liquid velocity in the droplet when the substrate 
temperature is 85°C, 75°C, 65°C and 55°C is 19 mm/s, 15 mm/s, 11 mm/s and 8 mm/s, 
respectively.  Figure 5.7(a) shows the case when the substrate temperature is 85°C.  In 
the proximity of the pinned perimeter (contact line) of the droplet on the substrate is a 
region of low surface tension, while the apex, which is at a lower temperature, is a region 
of high surface tension.  The direction of the shear stress and liquid flow are from a 
region of low surface tension to that of high surface tension; therefore, the resultant 
surface tension gradient leads to a tangential flow upwards from the contact line toward 
the apex along the curvature of the droplet surface.  The recirculating flow in the droplet 
is in the opposite direction: downward in the center of the droplet, and radially outward 
beneath the surface.  This direction of the Marangoni flow in the droplet also holds true if 
the size of the heated substrate is larger than the droplet size as confirmed by simulation 
results [Gir08].  The flow direction inside the droplet is reversed when the substrate is 
cooled as shown in Figure 5.7(b).  Mathematical modeling, numerical analysis and 
simulations of the evaporation of volatile liquids (such as IPA) on heated surfaces have 
been reported [And95, Aja05, Sod08].  Lubrication theory, Navier-Stokes and 
conservation of energy equations were used to perform these investigations.  It was 
reported that the diameter of the droplet and the contact angle remain roughly constant, 
while the height of the droplet decreases during the initial stage of evaporation.  Over 
time, the contact angle decreases and reaches a minimum value.  The droplet diameter 





Figure 5.6: (a) Size sorting achieved by placing the droplet on a heated glass substrate 
without using a perforated metal plate.  (b) Placing a droplet on a perforated metal plate 
in contact with the glass substrate.  The radius of the hole is ≈1 mm.  (c) Physical 
removal of most of the small spheres <50 µm by lifting off the perforated metal plate in 
(b).  In each experiment, the droplet volume is 5 µL and the glass substrate temperature is 





Figure 5.7: (a) Modeling result showing the flow velocities inside the liquid droplet.  The 
substrate temperature is 85°C.  The smaller spheres make larger circulation path than the 
larger spheres inside the droplet.  (b) The flow direction is reversed when the substrate is 
cooled.  Here, the substrate temperature is 2°C lower than the room temperature of 27°C. 
  
When a droplet evaporates on an unheated substrate, the droplet contact line 
experiences a higher evaporation rate compared with the rest of the droplet surface.  The 
induced Marangoni flow due to different evaporation rates at the surface is negligible in 
this case.  A radial flow predominantly transports the liquid from the center of the droplet 
to the edge to replenish the lost liquid (Figure 5.3(b)).  When cenospheres float on the 
droplet, they cannot be transported to the droplet edge.  Instead, they float on the liquid 
surface until all the liquid has evaporated and these spheres subsequently land on the 
substrate in a random manner.      
Better sorting is observed when the temperature of the substrate is above the 
boiling point of the liquid as evident from Figure 5.8.  This could be attributed to the 
stronger Marangoni flows inside the droplet.  It is observed experimentally that the 
spheres are transported at higher velocities when the substrate temperature is higher.  The 
presence of Marangoni flows results in recirculation and transport of the floating spheres 
inside the droplet.  The flow avoids the random deposition of the floating spheres on the 
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substrate when all the liquid dries up such as in the case of evaporation on an unheated 
substrate.  The larger spheres experience larger buoyancy force, in the range of 10-8 – 10-7 
N; they have greater tendencies to float to the liquid surface, and therefore make smaller 
circulation loops close to the droplet center as shown in Figure 5.7(a).  The smaller 
spheres experience smaller buoyancy force, in the range of 10-12 – 10-10 N; they make 
larger circulating paths inside the droplet.  The smaller spheres are transported to the 
pinned perimeter of the droplet mainly by the radially outward flows along the substrate, 
and the majority is then deposited at the droplet edge as the liquid evaporates.  As the 
height and diameter of the liquid droplet decrease over time, the larger spheres are 
deposited closer to the center.  These spheres remain attached to the substrate and can no 
longer be transported inside the droplet.  At a lower substrate temperature, such as 55°C, 
the overall evaporation rate of the liquid is lower, and the retreat of the droplet perimeter 
at the later stage of evaporation, as well as the decrease in droplet height occurs at slower 
rates; the spheres are deposited in a more arbitrary pattern as the liquid dries up.  
Interactions between spheres, as well as between the spheres and the substrate during the 
last stages of evaporation may also determine the final segregation patterns.   
Using a higher droplet volume involves the manipulation of even more spheres, 
and the droplet covers a larger area.  However, separation achieved with 8 µL droplets is 
similar to that with 0.5 µL droplets.  Although some <50 µm spheres are found at the 
center, the majority of the spheres at r = 0 are 50-100 µm and 100-150 µm in size.  At the 
edge, only <50 µm spheres are present as the number of spheres larger than 50 µm drops 




Figure 5.8: Relationship between the substrate temperature and the ratio of number of 
150–200 µm spheres to number of <50 µm spheres at the center of the droplet.  The 
droplet volume is 0.5 µL. 
 
The use of a perforated metal plate above the substrate enables the removal of 
small spheres.  The thickness and surface properties of the metal plate may influence the 
Marangoni flows in the liquid, and determine whether sorting occurs.          
With several liquid droplets deposited on a heated substrate simultaneously, as 
shown in Figure 5.1, high throughput can be achieved through parallelism.  In addition, a 
thin perforated metal plate of thickness in the 10-100 µm range, having holes with 
appropriate sizes at regular intervals, may be placed in contact with the glass substrate to 
achieve physical removal of the smaller spheres.  This rapid and low-cost separation 
technique may be applicable to higher-density particles that are suspended in the liquid, 
as well as particles with sizes other than the 5-200 µm range.  By optimizing the nature of 
the liquid, droplet volume, substrate temperature and evaporating environment, the 
technique may be extended to biological applications and medical assays.  For example, 
it may be useful in cell sorting based on size or based on other properties that affect how 
a cell responds to Marangoni flows.  The technique may also be useful in high-
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throughput sorting of the constituents of blood, which is necessary for a number of 
medical assays.   
The successful sorting and physical separation of larger cenospheres reveal the 
opportunity to utilize the mechanical resonance of such hollow spheres for sensor 
applications and signal transducers. The cenospheres used in this work are in the 
micrometer range, and they can potentially be used to reduce the size of current 
hemispherical resonant sensors, which are typically in the millimeter range. It is, 
therefore, necessary to first assess the potential utility of such spheres for the 
aforementioned uses. Chapter 6 presents the results of the wine glass mode resonance, 
quality factor and frequency mismatch of hemispherical shell resonators fabricated from 




Investigation of wine glass mode resonance in 200-µm-diameter cenosphere-derived 
borosilicate hemispherical shells 
 
 
Following the successful sorting of sodium borosilicate cenospheres according to 
size described in previous chapter, this chapter presents the study of mechanical resonant 
characteristics of miniature hollow hemispheres fabricated from these cenospheres.  
Cenospheres are lightweight, inert hollow spheres which are useful in a large number of 
applications, particularly as fillers.  Potential use of these hollow hemispheres is as 
sensing elements in inertial sensors, biochemical detectors and other devices.  The tested 
structures are approximately 200 µm, 150 µm and 1.8 µm in diameter, height and 
thickness, respectively, with the dome anchored and the rim free.  The lowest order wine 
glass modes of these structures are experimentally determined (and confirmed by 
modeling) to be in the range of 300–600 kHz – in the range of those of planar micro-
resonators that have been explored for sensing applications.   
 
6.1. Introduction  
Cenospheres are the lightweight, hollow spheres generated in coal-burning power 
plants as byproducts; these microspheres are the lighter particles in the fly ash.  Once 
considered difficult waste, cenospheres were later discovered to possess excellent 
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material properties which render them highly suitable in a wide number of applications 
[Wan96].  In particular, they are used as lightweight fillers in building materials such as 
concrete [McB02, Bla00].  These microspheres possess high compressive strengths, and 
are used to replace rock and sand in concrete to produce high quality, low density 
concrete.  When coated with metal such as copper, silver or gold, the hollow spheres 
become lightweight composites that can be used in manufacturing conductive polymer 
for electromagnetic interference shielding materials [Shu02].  Figure 6.1 shows the 
optical images of these three-dimensional microstructures.  Because cenospheres are 
unwanted byproducts produced in huge quantities, they are relatively cheap and offer 
cost-effective alternatives to other kinds of fillers.  
The mechanical resonance of cenospheres is interesting for potential use as 
sensing elements and signal transducers.  Spherical and hemispherical structures, in 
particular, are attractive because of radial symmetry, and the mechanical, electrical and 
optical properties afforded by such shapes.  One possible application of cenospheres is in 
inertial sensors.  For instance, the centimeter-scale hemispherical shell gyroscope is used 
for inertial navigation [Roz09].  This bell-like structure can achieve high quality factor 
and thus long time constant, as well as extended device lifetime because it has no moving 
parts; its shape also makes it immune to external disturbances [Law98].  One of the future 
directions of the hemispherical resonator gyroscope is in size reduction of the gyroscopes.  
Cenospheres, which are largely in the micrometer range, can potentially be utilized to 





Figure 6.1: (a) Optical micrograph of cenospheres on a US penny.  (b) High 
magnification optical image of cenospheres of varying sizes.   
 
Another promising use of cenospheres is in dielectric resonator antennae.  
Dielectric resonators come in various shapes such as cylindrical, rectangular or 
hemispherical [Mon94, Pet10c].  Since Long et al. first proposed the hemispherical 
dielectric resonator antenna design in 1984 and showed that it is attractive due to the 
simple spherical interface between itself and free space allowing for exact theoretical 
solution to be obtained [McA84], significant effort has been directed to analyze and 
improve the design of the hemispherical antenna to achieve wider impedance bandwidth 
by introducing an air gap [Won93], simplify excitation methods by using a coaxial probe 
or a parasitic patch [Leu93, Leu05] and so on.   
Additionally it is conceivable that cenospheres are suitable as optical detectors for 
biological and chemical species.  Optical biosensors utilizing dielectric micro-spherical 
structures and optofluidic ring resonator structures have been demonstrated as highly 
sensitive in detecting label-free biomolecules through shifts in resonance wavelength and 
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free spectral range measurements, respectively [Vol02, Sch11].  Bio-chemical detectors 
also come in other forms, including micromachined quartz crystal microbalance array 
[Kao09], suspended microchannel resonators [God07] and film-bulk acoustic resonator 
[Xu11], all of which monitor the resonance frequency shifts as a result of biological or 
chemical specimen adsorption.   
While there are many possible applications of cenospheres, it is necessary to 
proceed in a step-by-step manner, to assess their characteristics for various kinds of 
transducers.  This chapter presents, as a first step, the assessment of the mechanical 
resonant characteristics of cenosphere-derived hemispheres [Hen13b].  There have been 
several reported efforts to fabricate spherical structures by methods such as wafer-scale 
glassblowing [Pri11, Zot12], ultrasonic machining [Vis11], and isotropic etching of 
silicon molds [Sor12, Cha12] for resonator applications, but their sizes are in the 
millimeter range.  In contrast, cenospheres are about 200 µm or smaller.  Although the 
technology for large-scale assembly and micromachining of cenospheres is not the 
subject of this investigation, a preliminary assessment can be made of the potential utility 
of cenospheres by using focused ion beam (FIB) milling to obtain a limited number of 
samples.  Here, we evaluate sub-millimeter hemispherical shell resonators that are about 
200 µm in diameter, 150 µm in height, and 1.8 µm in thickness and are made from 
sodium borosilicate cenospheres.  In particular, the fundamental wine glass resonance 
mode is investigated while the dome is anchored and the rim is free (Figure 6.2).  The 





Figure 6.2: (a) SEM micrograph of the original cenosphere with radius R, showing the 
rectangular mill pattern during FIB milling process.  (b) Perspective view of the 
fabricated micro-hemisphere.  (c) Side view of device D214H146 with diameter D of 214 
μm and height H of 146 μm.  This micro-hemisphere is coated with 50 nm Au on the 
outer surface to improve optical reflectivity during measurement with the vibrometer.  (d) 
Side view of device D184H144 having diameter D of 184 μm and height H of 144 μm.  It 
is coated with 50 nm Pt on the outer surface. 
 
6.2. Theoretical Analysis and Modeling 
Theoretical and experimental analysis of the resonance frequencies of 
hemispherical shells have been studied extensively due to the advantages of vibrating 
hemispherical shells as high performance sensing elements [Fan91a, Fan91b, Hwa66, 
Cho11].  Based on Rayleigh’s energy method, the natural frequency of the nth mode, fn, 
of a perfect hemispherical shell in Hertz can be derived as [Ble79]: 
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λn is a dimensionless parameter with g1(n,ϕo) and g2(n,ϕo) given by:  
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In equations (6.1)-(6.4), n is the number of circumferential waves in the mode shape, E is 
the Young’s Modulus of the shell material, ρ is the density of the shell material, and ν is 
the Poisson’s ratio of the material.  E, ρ and ν are assumed to be constant in a 
homogeneous shell.  D is the diameter of the hemispherical shell, while h is the shell 
thickness, which is assumed to be constant.  The term ϕ is the longitudinal angle 
measured from the pole based on the spherical coordinates shown in Figure 6.3(a), while 
θ is the circumferential angle.  In this figure, z is the central axis and R is the radius of the 
hemispherical shell; the bottom angle, ϕF, is fixed, while the top angle, ϕo, is free.  For a 
hemispherical shell, ϕo = π/2 and tan(ϕo/2) = 1.  Equation (6.2) becomes: 












, n = 2, 3, 4 …   (6.5) 
To calculate the wine glass mode resonance frequency, n = 2 and g2(n, ϕo = π/2) = 
1.52961.  From the equations, fn increases when n increases, h increases, E increases, or 
D decreases.    
Finite element analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2) is used to more precisely 
evaluate the wine glass mode resonance frequencies of two micro-hemispheres: 
D214H146 (hemisphere with diameter D = 214 µm and height H = 146 µm), and 
D184H144 (hemisphere with diameter D = 184 µm and height H = 144 µm).  The shell is 
modeled as a composite layer consisting of the sodium borosilicate glass and metal layer, 
anchored at the bottom, with the rim free.  The micro-hemispheres are assumed to have 
an ideal uniform shell thickness of 1.8 μm; the outer surface of device D214H146 is 
coated with a 50-nm-thick Au layer, while that of device D184H144 is coated with a 50-
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nm-thick Pt layer.  Eigenfrequency analysis reveals wine glass resonance frequencies of 
331.5 kHz and 599.0 kHz for devices D214H146 and D184H144, respectively.  The 
device parameters and material properties used in modeling are summarized in Table 6.1.  
These simulated frequency values are comparable to those obtained by theoretical 
calculations using equations (6.1)-(6.5).  Figure 6.3(b) shows the actuated wine glass 
mode shape of a micro-hemisphere.  The wine glass resonance frequencies of the micro-
hemispheres are much smaller than those of the complete hollow spheres, which have 
frequencies above 20 MHz.  Figure 6.4(a) shows, as a function of angle, the normalized 
difference in magnitude of the amplitude of the displacement in the fundamental wine 
glass mode.  This is also representative of the maximum velocity of each point.  The 
antinode corresponds to the highest amplitude displacement; the node corresponds to the 
lowest, but for the thin hemispherical shell, this is not necessarily a stationary point.  The 
simulated results were obtained by modeling the frequency response in COMSOL. 
 





Diameter of device (μm) 214 184 
Height of device (μm) 146 144 
Shell thickness (μm) 1.8 
Material of device Sodium borosilicate glass 
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 72.4 
Density (kg/m3) 140 
Metal coating  Au Pt 
Young’s Modulus of metal 
(GPa) 79 168 
Density of metal (kg/m3)  19300 21450 
Metal thickness (nm) 50 
Simulated wine glass mode 





Figure 6.3: (a) Coordinate system and hemispherical shell model.  (b) Original shape and 
actuated shape of the wine glass resonance mode shape of a micro-hemisphere as 
obtained by COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2.  Simulations show that the wine glass resonance 
frequency of micro-hemisphere D214H146 is 331.5 kHz, while that of D184H144 is 
599.0 kHz.  Laser spot size of ≈30 µm from the vibrometer is also drawn. 
 
6.3. Device Structure and Fabrication 
The glass hemispheres are fabricated from sodium borosilicate cenospheres that 
are available commercially (Q-CEL 6014, Potters Industries LLC, Valley Forge, PA).  
They are made by heating solid glass particles [Goe93]; the gases within the glass act as 
blowing agents to expand the glass particles.  The density of these glass spheres is 
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approximately 0.1–2.0 g/cm3, and the sizes range from 5 μm to 200 μm.  Microspheres of 
the desired sizes are obtained by filtering; antistatic solution (Amstat Industries Inc, 
Glenview, IL) is used to mitigate the static charge and permit filtration and subsequent 
attachment to a silicon substrate.  
The micro-hemispheres are formed by FIB milling (Quanta 200 3D FIB, FEI, 
Hillsboro, OR).  Figure 6.2 shows the fabrication steps of how the hemispheres are made 
starting with the original cenosphere in Figure 6.2(a).  Prior to milling, the sample is 
brought to the eucentric position and tilted at 52° in the SEM/FIB chamber.  A narrow 
rectangular mill pattern of height 400 nm is created as shown to cut the top of the sphere.  
The ion beam voltage and current are optimized during milling, and set at 10 kV and 26 
nA, respectively, in order to successfully remove the top of the spheres without breaking 
the rest of the spheres.  Figure 6.2(b) shows the perspective view of the final structure 
formed from the cenosphere in Figure 6.2(a).  Figure 6.2(c) shows the side profile of 
device D214H146, having a diameter of 214 μm and height of 146 μm, while Figure 
6.2(d) shows that of device D184H144 with a diameter of 184 μm and height of 144 μm.  
To improve the laser reflectivity for experimental observations, the outer surfaces of the 
micro-hemispheres are coated with a thin layer of metal.  Device D214H146 is coated 
with 3 nm Ti / 50 nm Au, while device D184H144 is coated with 3 nm Ti / 50 nm Pt.   
 
6.4. Experimental Evaluation   
The silicon carrier substrates with the micro-hemispheres are attached to the 
surfaces of 5 × 5 × 2 mm3 PZT stack actuators (Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co., 
Karlsruhe, Germany) using adhesive polymer.  The PZT stack, in turn, is attached onto a 
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vertical rotary stage (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) which is mounted on a high precision XY 
stage (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ).  This measurement setup allows the micro-hemispheres to 
be centered at the axis of rotation of the rotary stage, and rotated for the measurement of 
the vibration velocities along the circumference of the micro-hemispheres to verify the 
wine glass resonance mode shape.  The vibration velocities are measured by a laser 
vibrometer (OFV3001S, Polytec, Irvine, CA).  The smallest spot size of the laser is 30 
µm.  As illustrated in Figure 6.3(b), this can provide substantial averaging over the 
surface that is only 200 µm in diameter.  The PZT and micro-hemispheres are actuated by 
a network analyzer (HP4395A, Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, CA) through a 
power amplifier.  The network analyzer sweeps the frequency supplied to the PZT, and 
receives the output from the laser vibrometer.  All measurements are performed in air at 
atmospheric pressure. 
The normalized measured velocities of device D214H146 at 332.5 kHz are plotted 
at every  10°  rotational  angle  through  a  total  rotation  of  90°  as  shown in  Figure  
6.4(a).  This confirms that 332.5 kHz is the wine glass mode resonance frequency.  
Figure 6.4(b) shows the plot of the wine glass mode resonance peak at rotation angle of 
40°.  Similarly, experimental evaluation of device D184H144 reveals that the wine glass 
resonance frequency is at 590 kHz (Figure 6.5).  The normalized vibration velocities at 
590 kHz are fitted to the function |Ai sin(2(θ + θi))| as represented by the (red) dashed line.  
The (blue) dashed line representing the response at 580 kHz is not fitted; it is drawn 45° 
apart from the fit at 590 kHz.  The amplitude of this curve is the maximum normalized 
vibration velocity achieved at 580 kHz.  The response at 580 kHz represents a structural 
non-ideality.  The experimentally measured frequency mismatch, Δf/f, is 1.7% for device 
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D184H144.  In air, the wine glass mode of micro-hemispheres D214H146 and 
D184H144 have measured quality factors of 130 and 105, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: (a) Normalized variation in simulated amplitude and measured velocity in the 
fundamental wine glass resonance mode of device D214H146 at 332.5 kHz.  The dashed 
line is a fit of simulated points to the function |Ai sin(2(θ + θi))|.  (b) Experimentally-
obtained plot of the wine glass mode resonance peak measured at rotation angle of 40°.  
The measurements are performed in air at atmospheric pressure. 
 




Figure 6.5: Experimentally measured response of micro-hemisphere D184H144 in wine 
glass mode at 590 kHz.  The (red) dashed line is fitted to the data using function |Ai 
sin(2(θ + θi))|.  The response at 580 kHz represents a structural non-ideality. 
 
6.5. Discussion and Conclusions 
Cenosphere-derived borosilicate hemispherical shell resonators have 
characteristics that are well within the range of those for reported planar resonant sensors, 
and hence may be utilized in microsystems.  The experimentally obtained resonance 
frequencies as well as normalized velocities match well with those obtained by 
simulations.  The frequency mismatch of the resonators can be partly attributed to such 
non-idealities of the micro-hemispheres as non-uniformities in the shell thickness, 
structural asymmetry etc.  This mismatch can be reduced by optimizing the ion beam 
voltage and current of the FIB in order to control the milling rate during the fabrication 
process, and ensure better device symmetry.  The FIB milling technique is a micro-
fabrication technique that is effective for making or modifying shell-type resonators.  In 
this effort, the typical milling time was about 40 minutes per device.  In the long term, 
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micromachining techniques such as plasma etching and laser cutting, together with 
assembly and integration methods, may offer higher throughput and parallelism.   
Spheres made of materials with intrinsically higher quality factor such as fused 
silica and ultra low expansion glass can be utilized to produce devices with higher quality 
factor.  The laser spot size of the vibrometer is undesirably large for the micro-
hemispheres.  This artifact is likely to be a source of velocity averaging that reduces the 
measured quality factor. 
The attachment of spheres to the substrate by adhesive polymer may be a source 
of stress or damping, partly because this bonding method results in relatively large 
bonding surface areas.  Alternatives such as frit glass may offer superior performance.   
Finally, it is notable that spherical and hemispherical structures derived from 
cenospheres may also be useful as microsystems components that do not require 
mechanical resonance.  These include, for example, radiofrequency antennae [Kis02], 




Conclusions and future work 
 
 
This chapter summarizes the contributions of the research efforts described in 
previous chapters, and recommends the directions of future work. 
 
7.1. Major Contributions to the Field 
Focusing on the questions raised in Chapter 1, this work has demonstrated the 
applications of Marangoni convection in actuating solid phase objects of a wide range of 
dimensions as well as of different geometries and densities.  It is possible to localize 
sedimentations of suspension particles at desired locations on blank substrates, actuate 
millimeter-sized objects to make complete rotations, and sort spherical particles with a 
continuous distribution of diameters according to their sizes.  The liquid used is only a 
few millimeters or less in depth; this facilitates the formation of high temperature 
gradients at the liquid surface, resulting in surface tension gradients which are the origins 
of Marangoni flows in the liquid.  Thermocapillary flows can be generated by heating the 
liquid from above using millimeter-sized heaters.  Alternatively, they can also be formed 
by heating the liquid from below as in the case of the Bénard experiment and evaporation 
of liquid droplets.   
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By creating localized temperature elevation at the liquid/air interface using 
millimeter-sized heaters suspended at close proximities above the liquid, Marangoni 
flows are generated in a liquid 1 mm deep; these flows can be used to direct the 
sedimentations of Ф = 25 μm suspension particles on a blank substrate.  This is a 
contactless technique; there is no physical contact between the suspended heaters and the 
liquid surface.  The main advantages are that contamination of liquid samples is avoided, 
and the reuse of the thermal elements for other applications is possible, reducing 
fabrication costs.  The heat source employed in this work is a 16 × 8 heater array.  
Sedimentations of suspension particles occur directly below the active heater, and it is 
shown that the accumulations can be obtained at any desired locations on the blank 
substrate by simply activating any particular heater.  The amount of accumulations can 
also be controlled by the activation of different numbers of heaters.  Different liquids 
used also yield different sedimentation patterns.   
As a first attempt, it has been shown in this work that thermocapillary flows may 
be utilized to actuate millimeter-sized object completely submerged in liquid.  The same 
heater array is used to generate a spatially-defined temperature gradient at the liquid 
surface.  By activating four heaters continuously in a particular configuration, a stainless 
steel rotary structure of diameter ≈4 mm mounted on a hub and completely submerged in 
silicone oil makes complete rotations.  The speed of rotation depends on such factors as 
temperature gradient and viscosity of the liquid.  The experimental results of this work 
are consistent with the modeling results in terms of the direction of rotation, as well as 
the varying torque experienced by the blades causing the structure to accelerate and 
decelerate as it makes a complete rotation. 
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To generate Marangoni flows in a liquid, the liquid may also be subjected to a 
heat source from below.  When a liquid droplet evaporates on an unheated substrate, 
evaporation-induced radial flow is dominant due to the higher evaporation rates at the 
droplet edge.  A stable Marangoni flow forms in an evaporating droplet when the 
substrate is heated.  Depending on the type of particles, Marangoni flows may have to be 
suppressed to sort the particles of varying diameters according to size.  For particles 
which have densities lower than the liquid, the presence of Marangoni flows is necessary 
for sorting.  Cenospheres, a by-product of coal-burning power plants, float on most 
liquids, and they are once considered difficult waste.  Today cenospheres are used as 
lightweight fillers in building materials, and also conducting fillers for electromagnetic 
interference shielding materials.  Certainly new utilities of this by-product would help 
reduce disposal issues and environmental problems.  Cenospheres are typically present in 
a continuous spectrum from 5 µm to 200 µm, and sorting them according to size on a 
large scale may be necessary for a variety of applications.  This enables the different sizes 
to be compartmentalized, so that various uses can be systematically investigated for 
different size of cenospheres.  The sorting of such hollow spheres using Marangoni flows 
is explored in this work.  The cenospheres are mixed in IPA prior to sorting, and 
microliter droplets of such mixtures are deposited on the heated substrate.  The result is 
larger spheres (100–150 µm) deposited at the center and smaller spheres (<50 µm) at the 
periphery of the droplet footprint.  This enables the physical separation of large and small 
particles by the use of perforated metal plates.  Cenospheres with sizes of ≈200 µm sorted 
by Marangoni flows in evaporating liquid droplets are physically isolated and the FIB is 
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used to form micro-hemispheres.  The fundamental wine glass resonance mode of these 
structures is investigated, and methods to improve their performance are stated. 
 
7.2. Suggested Future Work 
Marangoni effect is a surface phenomenon that plays a vital role in microfluidics 
systems for biological, chemical and industrial applications.  Further studies, theoretical 
and experimental, would enable better understanding of the physics in the micrometer 
scale and below, and lead to improvement of microfluidic systems designs as well as the 
discoveries of new applications. 
One possible utility of Marangoni flows is in sorting blood samples for 
components that have characteristic sizes or flow behavior.  Biomedical imaging, using 
techniques that involve ultrasound, non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation and X-ray 
among others, is currently widely used for early detection of various types of cancer 
[Fas08]. The trend is shifting to cancer detection when the tumor size is still small and 
highly localized in the body, and microfluidic technologies are attractive because very 
small sample volumes are needed, and processing times are relatively short.  The use and 
development of microfluidic devices for cancer detection is relatively new, and intense 
research in the next few years is expected to ensue.  Many fluidic techniques have been 
proposed for cancer cell detection, sorting and capture [Che12] – each with its own 
advantages and disadvantages.  It is envisioned that multi-stage microfluidic devices can 
be designed and fabricated, integrating the different techniques to achieve optimum 
output and result for cell detection, sorting, capture and post-capture processing.  
Marangoni effect may play a pivotal role in this aspect.  For example circulating tumor 
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cells (CTCs) are very rare, and it is challenging to isolate and characterize these cells.  
Marangoni flows may be used in sorting of CTCs since these cells are larger than other 
cells in blood.  Micro-heaters are integrated in the microfluidic systems, for either contact 
or contactless operation, to achieve size-based sorting and separation.  The size of the 
device channels and chambers are in the micrometer range, so Marangoni flows can be 
induced even at small temperature elevations.  This prevents damage to cells sensitive to 
temperature rise.  It is important to note that other than raising temperature, cooling also 
results in surface tension gradient and hence Marangoni forces [Bas07, Bas08b].  To 
increase the concentration of CTCs for post-sorting characterization, the sedimentation 
technique using Marangoni convection can be applied.  At a later stage, the CTCs can be 
channeled to different compartments if necessary by either virtual channels created by 
different shapes of heat sources (parallel, annular and/or ring heat sources), or channel 
filtering for further processing and testing.      
Monitoring the types of contaminants in water, soil and air is important in order to 
gain deeper understanding of the state of the environment so that necessary steps can be 
taken to mitigate risks to human health and the ecosystem.  Microfluidic devices show 
great potential to feed the need for rapid, cost effective, portable and in situ systems in 
obtaining information about the environment.  Tremendous progress has been made in 
the area of bio-sensors and analytical techniques for environmental monitoring [Rog06].  
It has been shown that a wide range of airborne and waterborne bio-elements can be 
identified, but the detection and analysis of soil components by microfluidic devices 
remains a challenging problem [Mar05].  A research effort targeting the utility of 
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Marangoni convection in separating the complex components of soil materials for post-
treatment and analysis is worthwhile.   
It is difficult to mix various fluids in microfluidic systems due to the laminar 
nature of the liquid flows [Whi06].  The rotation of a microstructure by Marangoni 
convection can be used to mix samples and induce chemical reactions in microchambers, 
a necessary process in chemical and biological analyses.  The mixing performance is 
measured by the mixing efficiency, which has to be enhanced because it determines the 
throughput of the microfluidic devices.  The design of the rotary structure described in 
Chapter 4 can be improved so that rotation with higher angular velocities can be achieved.  
Instead of using microheaters, laser can be used to rotate the structure.  There are many 
advantages of using laser as a heat source.  Firstly, microheaters do not have to be 
fabricated, thus reducing costs.  Secondly, the setup is also more versatile because lasers 
can be easily controlled to follow the blades of the structure as it makes rotations, hence 
the structure does not decelerate.  Lastly, unnecessary joule heating is circumvented.                           
Since its observation and identification in the 19th Century, Marangoni effect has 
enticed many researchers to study the phenomenon and determine how it can be utilized 
or suppressed in industrial applications to achieve specific outcomes.  As this 
phenomenon becomes dominant at small length scales, Marangoni effect cannot be 
neglected and it may play a significant role in microfluidic systems for various 
applications.  The Marangoni technique presents a low-cost method for fluidic 
manipulations without the need to fabricate complex fluidic substrates, and can 
potentially complement and be integrated with other fluidic manipulation techniques in 
microfluidic systems for environmental monitoring, bioanalysis, clinical applications etc.  
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Possibilities are boundless when the different areas of nanotechnology, microfluidics and 
analytical systems are incorporated to produce Micro Total Analysis Systems (µTAS) or 




Boundary conditions to simulate thermocapillary actuation of rotary structures   
 
 
This appendix contains the full details of the boundary conditions of the 
simulation work performed for the research effort described in Chapter 4.  A 3D 
modeling is performed using COMSOL Multiphysics® 4.3.  Four modules are utilized to 
perform this simulation: Laminar Flow, Solid Mechanics, Heat Transfer in Fluids and 
Heat Transfer in Solids.  A quadrant of the setup is created as shown in Figure A1, with 
one blade and blade arm immersed in the liquid.  The height of the liquid above the blade 
arm is 200 µm.     
 
 
Figure A1: A quadrant of the setup is created to perform the simulation using COMSOL 




Simulation result shows that when the liquid surface is subjected to heat sources 
suspended at close proximity, Marangoni flows are generated inside the liquid layer.  The 
conditions set for the four modules are described below.     
 
Module 1: LAMINAR FLOW (For liquid layer) 
• The sides of the liquid, bottom of the liquid and the surfaces of the blade have 
“Wall” and “No slip” boundary conditions. 
• The surface of the liquid in contact with air (liquid/air interface) has a “Wall” and 
“Slip” boundary condition.  Equation (2.6) is imposed on the liquid surface using 
a weak contribution with the following weak expression: “test(u)*(gamma*Tx) + 
test(v)*(gamma*Ty)”. 
• The symmetry faces of the liquid have “Symmetry” boundaries.  The entire blade 
and blade arm are within the liquid layer, and none of the blade surface has a 
“Symmetry” boundary. 
• The pressure point constant is set to be zero at point 1. 
 
Module 2: SOLID MECHANICS (For blade) 
• The blade is “Free” to move. 
 
Module 3: HEAT TRANSFER IN FLUIDS (For heat transfer in liquid) 
• This module takes into account conduction and convection. 
• The bottom and sides of the liquid are at room temperature of 300 K. 
• The symmetry faces of the liquid are set as “Symmetry”. 
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• The liquid/air surface is assigned the “Open boundary” condition (This is a 
boundary condition for modeling heat flux across an open boundary.  The heat 
can flow out of the domain or into the domain).   
• The blade surfaces are set as “Thermal insulation” (This is the default setting in 
COMSOL.  It models a well insulated boundary with no heat flux across the 
boundary: ( ) 0k T− ⋅ − ∇ =n ). 
 
Module 4: HEAT TRANSFER IN SOLIDS (For heat transfer in air, blade and PCB) 
• This module takes into account conduction only. 
• Air is treated like a solid because the air layer is thin, and heat transfer in air is 
assumed to be by conduction only.  This simplifies the modeling as well. 
• The symmetry faces of the air, heaters and PCB are set as “Symmetry”. 
• The heater surfaces facing the liquid are set as 446.5 K. 
• The sides of the air and PCB, as well as top surface of PCB are set as 300 K. 
• The liquid/air interface is set as “Open boundary”. 





EDM code for machining rotary structures 
 
 
This appendix contains the EDM code for machining the rotary structures for the 
effort described in Chapter 4, as well as releasing the structures. 
 
• Machining the rotary structure: 
 
'     MG-ED72 TEST PROGRAM 
'         ( USMTOOL.BAS ) 
' 
'       FOR MAKING FAN DESIGN 4  
'       1 MAR 2011 
'       USM tool with 0.300 mm dia 
' 
DECLARE SUB KAKO () 
DECLARE SUB OPUT (MCODE AS STRING) 
 
DIM SHARED E AS STRING 
DIM SHARED YPOS AS STRING 




 ON ERROR GOTO PEND 
 OPEN "COM1: 2400,N,8,1,ASC,LF" FOR RANDOM AS #1 
        
 CALL KAKO 
 
PEND: 
        
 CALL OPUT("BUZ 2") 






 CALL OPUT("BACK X 1") 
 CALL OPUT("BACK Y 1") 
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 CALL OPUT("FSF X 12000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Y 12000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 CALL OPUT("SPN 0") 
        
 CALL OPUT("FSM Z 10") 
 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 80") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 3") 
 CALL OPUT("VOL 0") 
       
 CALL OPUT("POS X") 
 XORG = VAL(MID$(ANSCODE, 2)) 
 CALL OPUT("POS Y") 
 YORG = VAL(MID$(ANSCODE, 2)) 
 
 
 D = 100/10 
 D1 = 1100/11 
 D2 = 1000/10 





 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      X1 = XORG + 27000 
 Y1 = YORG + 3000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MAC" + STR$(D2)) 
       




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 80") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 3") 
      X1 = XORG + 27000 
 Y1 = YORG + 3000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MAC" + STR$(D)) 
       
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 
'INPUT "CAUTION: RELEASING - ENTER  'Y' TO CONTINUE?"; E 





 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 5000 
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 Y1 = YORG + 7500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 15000 
 Y1 = YORG + 7500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 22500 
 Y1 = YORG - 9000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 22500 
 Y1 = YORG - 19000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 39000 
 Y1 = YORG - 1500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 






 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 49000 
 Y1 = YORG - 1500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 31500 
 Y1 = YORG + 25000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 31500 
 Y1 = YORG + 15000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D1)) 
       CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 
INPUT "CAUTION: RELEASING - ENTER  'Y' TO CONTINUE?"; E 
 IF E = "N" THEN GOTO JEND: 
 
'Cutting edges of fan 
SLOT2a: 
'D3 
 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG - 1500 
 Y1 = YORG + 4500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 4500 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 6000 
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 Y1 = YORG - 1500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 6000 6000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 18000 
 Y1 = YORG - 1500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 4500 6000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 18000 
 Y1 = YORG - 2500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 4500 7000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 9500 
 Y1 = YORG - 9000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 9500 
 Y1 = YORG - 19000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 







 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 15000 
 Y1 = YORG - 25500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 3000" + STR$(D3)) 





 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 25000 
 Y1 = YORG - 25500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 31500 
 Y1 = YORG - 18000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 6000 6000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 31500 
 Y1 = YORG - 6000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 4500 6000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 32500 
 Y1 = YORG - 6500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
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   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 6500" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 39000 
 Y1 = YORG - 14500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 49000 
 Y1 = YORG - 14500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 3000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 55500 
 Y1 = YORG - 8000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 55500 
 Y1 = YORG + 1000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 4000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
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 X1 = XORG + 48000 
 Y1 = YORG + 7500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 6000 6000" + STR$(D3)) 





 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 36000 
 Y1 = YORG + 7500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 6000 4500" + STR$(D3)) 





 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 37000 
 Y1 = YORG + 8500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 6000 5500" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 44500 
 Y1 = YORG + 15000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 44500 
 Y1 = YORG + 25000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 
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 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 38000 
 Y1 = YORG + 31500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 3000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 29000 
 Y1 = YORG + 31500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 4000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 22500 
 Y1 = YORG + 24000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 6000 6000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 22500 
 Y1 = YORG + 12000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 6000 4500" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 21500 
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 Y1 = YORG + 13000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 6000 5500" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 15000 
 Y1 = YORG + 20500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG + 5000 
 Y1 = YORG + 20500 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV X 5000 5000" + STR$(D3)) 




 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
      
 X1 = XORG - 1500 
 Y1 = YORG + 13000 
   CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
   CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
   CALL OPUT("MCV Y 4000 4000" + STR$(D3)) 
       CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 
 
 CALL OPUT("SPN 1") 
INPUT "WARNING: moving to origin - REMOVE THE MAGNET/OBSTACLES"; E 
 IF E = "N" THEN GOTO JEND: 




 CALL OPUT("SPN 0") 
 CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(XORG)) 
 CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(YORG)) 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
        
 CALL OPUT("SPN 1") 
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END SUB 
 
SUB OPUT (MCODE AS STRING) 
 
 a = 0 
AGIN: 
 PRINT MCODE 
 PRINT #1, MCODE 
 INPUT #1, ANSCODE 
 PRINT ANSCODE 
 a = a + 1 
 IF a = 5 THEN 
  ERROR 200 
 END IF 
 IF MID$(ANSCODE, 1, 1) <> "N" THEN 
  GOTO AGIN: 
 END IF 
END SUB 
 
• Releasing the rotary structure: 
SUB MACHINING 
  
 CALL OPUT("BACK X 1") 
 CALL OPUT("BACK Y 1") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF X 15000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Y 15000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 CALL OPUT("SPN 0") 
 CALL OPUT("VOL 2 110") 
 CALL OPUT("CON 1") 
 CALL OPUT("VOL 0") 
 
 CALL OPUT("POS X") 
 XPOS = MID$(ANSCODE, 2) 
 XORG = VAL(MID$(ANSCODE, 2)) 
 CALL OPUT("POS Y") 
 YORG = VAL(MID$(ANSCODE, 2)) 
 
' *****300um Diameter Tool***** 
 
' VERT ********************************** 
 
' CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 
' CALL OPUT("FSM Z 3") 
' CALL OPUT("MCV Y 5000 5000 450") 
 
' HORIZ ********************************* 
 
'  CALL OPUT ("FSF Z 200") 
 
' CALL OPUT("FSM Z 3") 




' DRILL ********************************* 
 
topleft: 
 X1 = XORG - 1500 
 Y1 = YORG + 18500 
 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 10000") 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -50000") 
 
  CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
  CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
  CALL OPUT("INC Z 50000") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSM Z 10") 
  CALL OPUT("MAC 1400") 
 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 10000") 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -50000") 
 
topright: 
 X1 = XORG + 43000 
 Y1 = YORG + 31500 
 
  CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
  CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
  CALL OPUT("INC Z 50000") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSM Z 10") 
  CALL OPUT("MAC 1400") 
 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 10000") 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -50000") 
 
btmleft: 
 X1 = XORG + 11000 
 Y1 = YORG - 25500 
 
  CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
  CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
  CALL OPUT("INC Z 50000") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSM Z 10") 
  CALL OPUT("MAC 1400") 
 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 10000") 





 X1 = XORG + 54000 
 Y1 = YORG - 14500 
 
  CALL OPUT("ABS X" + STR$(X1)) 
  CALL OPUT("ABS Y" + STR$(Y1)) 
  CALL OPUT("INC Z 50000") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSF Z 200") 
 
  CALL OPUT("FSM Z 10") 
  CALL OPUT("MAC 1400") 
 
 CALL OPUT("INC Z -2000") 
 CALL OPUT("FSF Z 10000") 




' CALL OPUT("SPN 1") 
'INPUT "ELECTRODE OK?"; E 
'IF E = "N" THEN GOTO JEND: 
' CALL OPUT("SPN 0") 
' 
' 
' CALL OPUT("FSF Z 25000") 
' CALL OPUT("INC Z -250000") 
' CALL OPUT("SPN 1") 
'INPUT "NEXT IS HOLE CUT FOR PINCHING. ELECTRODE OK?"; E 
'IF E = "N" THEN GOTO JEND: 
' CALL OPUT("SPN 0") 
' CALL OPUT("INC Z 250000") 
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